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Foreword
- ,

This document is the produttrtof 6-year joint effort by the National Center fopEducation
Statistics .(NCES) and. the National Center for Higher Edutation Management Systems
(NCHEMS) at WICHE. An NCES-funded contractual arrangement guided the first 2 years;

.thereafter, both (;ganizations collaborated on aneinforrnalrbasis. This is the sixth version of a
mapual originally published by bottuNCHEMS and NCES as A Manual for Manpower Account-
ing in:Higher Education with NCHEMS designating irt as Technical Study No. 39, and NCES
;appending a sub-title of "Preliminary Edition". The "Acknowledgements" in that Preliminary
Edition, by its author and NCHEMS project direct, Dr. W4John Minter, is included in this
pUblication as appendix D. It describes the procedures under which the Preliminary Edition is
written and gives credit to contributors. Their contributions are a significant influence in this
restructured Manual.

. .

-.
. The first ate of the original .Manual (4):_the Higher Education 'General Information Survey in

197243) identified a number of- probtems end prompted further review of the document. A
, Committee assembled, by the American Council on `Education,wiii:representatiOn from the

National Associatiqa.of Colrege and University Business Offices, `after reviewingthe Manual and
its ,intended use, prepared a report, which: together with comments received from other repre-
sentatives of 'the higher education community and experience gained through Implementation
actiyitiaof-NCHTS, formed the basis for many of the major changes in VIPs Manual.

Assemblint all the comments, Dennis Jones of NCHEMS and Theodore Drews of NCES Colla-
borated in rewriting of the Manual, which version received still another field review. While most
appreciative of the comments and efforts by persor4 and agencies outside NCES and NCHEMS,
we must stress that this Manual is the product and responsibility of the 2 organjzations, with the
authors assuming responsibility for accuracy and presentation.

I

to.

..----

In the interest of economy, and-awareness that even the, slightest changes in wording might raise
questions of intended meaning, NCES has utilized the NCHEMS-edited and photo - ce

for the main body of the Manual; 'NCES assumes no resporisibility for , syntactical, or
grammatical aspects of this work. , , ,.

This version of the"ibtanual is also curre tyIii distributio
No, 84. As with other such pub ns; NCES and NCHE
ment on the Manual's ntnd utilization. Inyiewof cur

-4n )ostseco education data-systems, it is expected that
.
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ent will continue uninterrupted. -

0

t

NC HEMS- Technical rReport
I continue to welcome tom-
pid development and change

he process of revision and im-

Marie b`. Eldridr ,d?
Administrator
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1.

Introduction

A. Manpower as aFtesource

tViartpower-Lthe combined skills, capabilities, and
sensibilities, o4 individual human beingf--repre-
sents a res'our e that is fundamental to'the opera-
tions of all pr anizations. To be sure, manpower
resources are in many ways different from financial
resources and from physical resources such as
buildings and pieces of equipment. Human beings
possess may unique and special qualities that have
no counterparts irf other types of resources. Many
of these special qualities are difficult, if not impos-
sible, to "meastire or even to describe in any satis-
factciry way. Because of 'these uniquie qualities of
manpower'resources, their value to an organization
may be difficult to express in conventional gco-
rfomic terms_ or tor- quantify otherwise. -These

striking differences do not, hoVvever, negate the
legitimacy of considering manpower a form of
resource. Neither' should they obscure some basic
similarities between manpower 'and other typeeaof

- resources, nor should they sem as an- excuse -to
avoid all attempts at developing some quantitQtive
measures of the manpower resource. (The' basic
similarities are being recognized most explicitly, by
economists in considering labor-tmanpOweras,
one of the basic factors of production.)

6 To institutions of postsecondary education,
manpower represents an especially. important type
of _resourceespecially important in several ways.
Manpower resources are important, because insti-
tutions of postsecondary education typically
depend more heavily On them. than on other types
of resources for accomplishing their purposes: The;
fulfillment of the responsibikties assigned'to these
institutions by .our sociel' (the creation and
dissemination of knowledge) is dependent On

`instructional- and re ,arch processes that, by their
very nbture, utilize large amb:unts of human
resources. The .extent of-,the 'dekrderlde of post--

. secondary education's productive processes on
- manpower .fesourge is dramatized by data

that,' at the average institution, almost 75
percent of e expenditures. are for, wages, salaries,

.

. .1

and associated fringe benefits. In short; the., pre- '
po,nderance of expenditures at the' typical..insti-
tution are directed toliard the acquisition of the
necessary manpower resources. 'Admittedly 'this
situation is not universally true. It is possible to
substitute one resource for another (such as the
classic example of the substitution of capital
equipmentfor- labor, or manpower) and thereby.
devote relatively less or more to the acquisition of
personnel resour'Ces. While /such substitutions can
be made, they generally are not made in education.
With few exceptions postsecondary education
remains a labor-intensive (or manpower-intensive)
industry. $

The importance of manpower resources to
institutions.cA postsecondary educatioh, however,
is recognized as extending well beyond a sign3fi-
cance expressed in financial terms. The academic
processes of these institutions cannot be carried.
on with just any manpower resources. The man-
power resources required are, for the large part,
individuals with .very special kin'ds of skills,
interests and attitudes. Without , individuals who
are bothintellectually qualified and tempera-
mentally disposed to-ward teaching, the,Instruc;
tional prbcesa ceases to litection effbctively. With-
out individuals...who- are.,bith intellectually quali-
fied and persOnally interested in scholarly pursuits,
there is no research. While .therl are differing
opinions concerning the quantity of manpPwer
resources required for the satisfactory (or optimal)
condlict of these processes,' there is much less
disagreement on the point that manpower
resources with certain special characteristics are
reqUired. Substitution of other types of manpower
resources, 'regardless of the financial cost or
savings, will, not result in an acceptable result. It
is this fact, snot the preponderance of financial
resources devoted to the acquisition of manpower
resources, that makes these resources of criticaj
importance to institutions of postiecondary
education..

1"
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B. "The Importance of Managing the
Manpower Resource

In an%organizat;on or industry in which a single
. type s& resource or "factor of production"

accoVnts for 75 percent of the annual expendi-
tures, pruderit management requires thief particu-

lar attention be devoted to the acquisition and
utilization of gat resource. It is airiest axiomatic
in postsecondary education that the key to linen-
cial control is the control of ekpenditures on man--
pciwer 'resources. To be sure, the cost incurred in

. ,

,an institution,.the man-ader must attempt to allo-
cate -manpower resource's so that Individuals will
be assigned to those actiVities-they are belt Ole ,to
perform., Program or ihstitutiort managers, how-
ever, are not unconstrained in their decisioncon-
cerning allocation of manpower resources.
individuals; as human .beings, the people wtio
collectively. constitute can_ institution's manpower
resources have preferences as td the activities they
want to perfOrm.. Some prefer to teach, others to
involve 'themselves in research activities. Unfor-
tunately, capabilities and preferences do notacquiring manpower resources by.' itself could
invariably -coincide: In overriding preferences injustify an emphasis on managing the- manpower

resources inan.institutlon of postsecondary ed ca- theLRursult: of institutional efficiency Or .effec-

4 tion.. the final. analysis, however, the ieq ire-
ment for management of. manpower resourc s in

tiveness, the Tanager also incurs some costs. In
summary, the manager I decision concerning
allocation of manpower r, ources not only affedtseducational enterptises is determined by many

additional factors also. the extent to which programmatic objectives are

Primary among these factors is the dependence reached and the resulting quantity and quality of

"on manpower resources .for achieving the program- Programmaticprogramatic outcomes but it air .affects people

rn in a very personal wartit is crucial that thg maneatic objectives of the institution. As.noted above,
people are the-main avenues through which the power resources be, managed welland-

.
with

acadethic objectives of an institution are accom- - sensitivity.

plished:- As a result, there is a direat and strong
relationship' between the managerial decision

. regarding the allocation of 'manpower resources
and the achievement- of academic objectives. Thus;
the allocation of manpower resources to specific
programs or activities is a crucial managerial
decision; it is also a difficult managerial decsion.
Most employees Of an institution are qualified, itr
greater or lesser degrees, toundertake a variety of

e activities. Most faculty, .members can teach inter-

C. Information About Manpower Resources .

The ,- Juifidamental importance of meg:lower
resources to the conduct of the activities of a
postsecondary ediication institution . creates an 't

Unavoidable need for info'rmation about those
'resources., Withih the institution, data are needed
to employ an individual, _generate a paycheck,
publish a" telephone directory, assign teacher to
classes, apd for innumerable purposes. Ursmediate. or advanced courses in additi6n to the
exterrial to the institution also have needs for man-more elementary courses. Similarly, most' faculty
power resource data to support accreditation'Members who are heivily engaged in research" rt
reviews, to calculate the amount Of resources to be'<activities are also-capable 'of, and interested in,
appropriated, to operate pension programs, and todoing some teaching. In many colleges, individuals
serve many other purposes. In short, a multitude ofwhose primary responsibilities are a0mjnistrative ry
user's, both internal and externat to institutions,also teach as a result of either institutional policy Use

or preference. have understandable needs_for a 'Wide variety of
. data about employees and the manpower resourcks.....,

Just because individuals can undertake a of postsecondary education institutions. Because,
variety -of activities', however, does not mean that -the specific requirements forsuch information are
they either want to or are equally adept at the full potentially so numerous, varied, and discrete; it is
range, of Some indiKiduals are better often difftcult to see the forest instead of the
teachers than researchers; others are better admin- treesto maintain perspective about personnel data
istrators than teachers. In order to maximize" the and to approach the problems associated therewith
effectiveness of an institution, or a program within in, a consistent fashion,

- 4*. _
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In this. regard, ,a recognition of the 'basic
distinction 'between what Might be termed per,
sonnet data'and TanpoiNer resource datejs crucial.
On one kaki, institutions necessarily maintain an

' array of information about specific individuals,
their ,characteristics; their performance, and their
contributions to their professi6W and the insti-
tution...For example, institutions -typicplly main-.
tain such data as name, address, social security.
number, titl and rank employment an'd etfuca-

s tional hist ies, records of periodic evaluation and
promotio s, salary and. benefit data, listifigs of
publications, sex, age, race, marital status. citizen-

ship, end:Other items that pertain personally and
individually to employees of the institution. Such

-day° are typically-maintained in a personnel office
with ;a "Part of 'them generally mechanized, par-
ticularly. those. that are used in the d'ayroll func-
tion. lh additiOn, however,Ithere is also need of
date:about the-. manpower resource these indivi-
duals rapieIprn t. Ratger. than focusing on those
data items most important 'in distinguishing

'between individuals and that describe their Unique,
personal charaqteristics.., manpower data is
concerned with the nature, amount, and tiso-of the
asset or resource that these indiOidualsPepresent.
In this regard, maintenance of tho
identity. ,is not the objectift description of the.

. interrelationships between manpower resources
and /he- emplovinerit setting. take precedence.

Effective management of an ini-ytufion
demans-that both types of datathat is;persdnnel
and manpower res.outte;be regularly maintained.
The scope of this Manual, however, is limited to a

consideration of only manpoWer resource data, -It.
is recognized that in establishing a system of
records within an institution, it would be custo-
mary and appropriate to establish, first that portion`

-of the system relating to the personal character-
istrcs of the individual-employees (personner tnd
payroll sOtems). The fact that this ManUal deals
only with manpower resource data should not be
taken as an indibation of relative importance of the

. two major kin* of data about employees;_ it
reflects only an assessment -of the currently.

4 `;

.
tion and experience indicate that the institUtional
capacity to acquire and use manpower resource

ta is considerably less well developsOr in spite of
the 'fact the. `,manpower, relsgurte Ata are those

ost refevant in the context
Att
of planning l nd

accountabilityand thus the sugjeot of much of
the data exchange and reporting *both ,within the
institution. and 'between the institution Ind a
Variety of_externat agencies.

The absence of , unifoem, consistent, and'
gene,rally accepted terrni and pdafinitionq con.

cerning manpower resources, and the communi-
cations problems thus created, led to the decision
to select manpower source-data as the subject of
this Manual. It is hoped thatwith the satisfactory
cOmpietion of this Manual, work can' begialon the
companion document that , will have personnel
(individu-al) data as a focus. Taken together, these
two documents will describe a total system of

3

records about an institution's employees:.
As a final note, it must be stated' that.; the

dichotomy betVveen personnel and manpfter
resource- data is not alwar.as char-cut an8 invio-
late as the previous discussion, might make it
a"Ppear, kpr example, information about tenure
status is a deskigt,ofsriot only of an indiVidual but
also of the permanence of-ohe 'resource the indi-
vidpal represents. To 'the tixtent that items of
peesonnel data are also relevant to a description of
ftie availWility and use of manpower resources,
those' items are identified and defined in this

greatest geed. In order to conduct their day:to-day
'affairs, institutions have had to develop at least-a
m.aiginally acceptable personnel system. Observe-

_

Manual,

s

D. Organization of the Manual

1

The subsequent chapters of the Manual describe,
detail, the' blsic elements of an information system
designed to support the management pf manpower
resources in institutions of postsecondary educa-
tion. Chapter 2 provides a generpl, overview of a

system of manpower ksburce. infOrthation. Chip:
ter 3. contains a description 9f a recommended C
classification Scheme for panpower resources and
definitigns 9f the categories within that scheme. It
also suggests the -additional information most
useful in specifying and describing the manpower
resources fn1 eath -of these -categories. Chapter. 4
describes a frarDework for, organizing and dis-

c,
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playing inforniation About the,allo 10F1 of man-
power resources to, and the ual utilization' of
resources by, institutio prograMs. Chapter 5
describes, inaajene way, procedures for organiz-
ing, inforni ion that indicates relationships

O
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between resource categories and activities. A
Glossary OfTerrni, some additional crassifications
and subdivisions of personnel, the' NCHEMS

,P,,rOgram ,Clasiification Structure, and other related
matvial are_contained in.the Appendices.,
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Overvie*w of Manpower
Resource Information

for whatever reason, iiiforma ion systems' designed
specifically to support plan ng and management
activities related to r,na ower. resources have
received relatively little a ntioh in institutions of

v postseconddy education: s result, the under-

,

A. Describing,te Pool of Available
Manpower Resources

There are many dimensions and various degrees of ,

specificity that Oaf be incorporated into &descrip-
tion of-an institution's pool of available.manpower, lying concepts nave not teen particularI9, well
resources. At the most elementary level, a descrip-develop ed, and, to the extent they hive, been tion could be 'obtained by, simply counting the

. developed, they are not well and generally LInder,
number bf employees. Such a description isseldom

.. stood. By building on the conceptual and ptacti-
very useful, however, in that it in no way differen

. cal bases developed in the context of the manage
tiates between groups of employees (for &ample,t

. -
merit bf other types of ,resourcesiparticularly

n distinguish-*financial resources), hoyvever; it is possible fo
it -does not

'
between executives an

identify the major kinds ef information needed clerical workers). Nether boes:it -provide apartd-i- .

cularly, Accurate measre of, the 'amount ,91fOr the planning and management of manpower
resources represente,d by ,the count of employees7.,. resources. Using financial resources as -n inal

-.?".. because apart -tiMe emplbyee is counted the sameirfor identifying the components of a .gt:brin or-
Alt a full-time employee. Thus, if a usefulclescrip-,.. melon abburmanpowet-ireso'urces, the .foltowitig \. tion of tlie;podl of available manpower resources

. general types of infortbation can the consideredas -ii to be obtainedithete is need of: '.

'
d ,

being of greatest importance and utility: , - , _s

r2sonie
way °Pt/ossifying manporr resources). Information 'that describes' thenciAds and

'1

. amounts of menpowfr resources available foi.'"\.,
the jnstitution (informaticr,thatis analogous .

-that will allow-differentiation 'of distinc'tly
%-dktferent resources, and .

to a description 4-.9(e vtarioui fund,groups and 2. a way of measuring the artiounts of -eact) type
the dollars mailable for allbCation 'in-each). - , otitianptiwerresource available'fOr assignhlent'

..,-
2; 1pfaniatiohzilaut the &location' of manpbyver ' Withinithe institution.

. ... .
resources to programs 'and the utilization' of . In 'developing A way of claisifying manpower
those resources (the, equivalent.of budget and resources, the primary requirernents are notonly

, expendit
3. lnforrna

re'information). that ihe resulting categories.diltinguish .between
ioriipabout the activities conducted by distinctly different kinds of manpoWer but also

.manpo er resources (the manpower -resource that tilt categories -be 'W.pportive of the planning .7

ana log ofdbjetts of apendityre). and Ranagement functions, related to this parti-
A, broad overview and tirief discussion of each of cular kind of resource: From this perspective,
,These general.kinds of information are contai In the' most useftcate0orization schstne is ohe tbaY,
followtng sections-of this chapter.Detailed disc ' classifies manpower resources in:tccordance with
sions of each these areas, including identir cation and definition of data items and description_

- of necessary prpcedures, are contained ill Chapters
3, 4, and 5.

-
°

2

-the kinds of services the employee can prOvide.to,.
the institution (Olaf is, in: accordance with the \
inds of activities to which-Vie

,
normally, be assigned). In short; institutprial plan-'

: yr'so,
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.ning and management requires an assessment of the
amount of those resources available for assignment
to instruction and research activities, the amqunt-

. available for assignment to administrative activities,
and so forth..As with -otRer resources, the man-
power resource is seldom so specialized that it can
be assigned to one and only one kind .4f activity.;
JUst as classrooms can be used for office space if
the need arises, so can *instructional :staff .13e:
assigned administfative .duties (es in fact, /hes:
'often are). In such cases, the classification, of an
individual- must be .based on the institutional
view of the kinds of activities the individu'al would
be expected -to coriduct. for -example, individuals
may view threrntelves as researchers, biit,if they are
employed by the institution cirimarily to perform
administrative functionle then that is what they are
for purRelses of manpower resource accounting and
budgeting. This Manual approathes claesificalidn of
Manpower resources from the institution's perspec-
tive; it ignores the employee's self:image with
regard to such classification mept to 'the extent-.

.
it is concurred in by the institution.

In addition to the major distinction.based'on
expectation of kinds of services to be provided,
there are several other. useful end-necessary deicrip-
tor§ (and more specific 'delineators) of the man -
power resources. Withal, that category dealing with
the, manpower respurces available to. conduct
instruction and researchiactivities, there is neecto
further distinguish between the academic disci-
plines (to separate the physical' Oientists frcim the
social scientists, and so on). Therelissorne need to-'
describe the 'revel of "ckalily" of the resource

/ information aboUt acaabc,pic ,preparation (highest
degrees eaened) and about rank. Further, there is.
need for information about permanence of the
resourcedata about age and tenure status.

largely,loutside the institution,
hefeltis need to describe the manpower pot)! in

-- s fe'frnsbf its sex and ethnic composition.
-s As a final stefrfic describing the pool of
able manpower resources, there is a requirement to
establish some quantitative measure of how much
of, each kind of resource' is available. In the absence
of such a measure, institutional managers Auld be
in the same position a$ if the existence of an
endowment fund was/ known, but the value of the
fund was not known. .

f
I, A

c

In - establishing a measure of manpower .

resource,it is necessary flo go beyond counting
employee's and to consider their differing condi-
tions of employment (full-time versus part-time,'
and so forth). The measure of ful(tiroe
FTE) employees is the most commonly used such

measure (although in this Manclal a somewhatsclif-,
ferent measure it iuggested):,

In summary,.a description of the pool of avail-
able manpower resources requires: . .

1. a'capability to distinguish among and classify
the major different kinds of resource,

2. data that seem to fur homer characteri ?e the
resources within each of Major categories
(the amount :of information deemed necessary
to adequately describe- the manpower resources
in each category may vary widely depending on
the condition at any particular institutionk
and

3. a means of measuring the amount of each type
of available resource.

A more detailed and extensive discussion of this
topic is contained in Chapter a.

B. Describing the Allocation and
Utilization-of Manpower Resources

v

As noted previously, manpower resources typically
are the largest and most important single "good"
purchased by art institution of postsecondary:

;education. It follows that management decisions-
dealing with 'the allocation or distribution of these
tesources are among the most importantmanage-
rnent-dpcisioris tb be made -within an institution.
The, net result or summary of thete decisions is
an assignment of particularmmounts of each Cate-
gory of manpower resouge to specific instal-Monal
programsin essence; a budget of manpower
resources. The importance of the -Manpower
resource budget is magnified by the nature of the
decisions that are subsumed within -the process of
its development. For example, to al large extent
the quantity of certain institutional outcomes is
deem-lined in the. oroteSs.t.* deciding cin, man-
power, resource allocatiorli (6,tallocatineresources
to instruction rather (Kan research, programs, the
amount of both instructional artd research out-
comes are affected) At a very.detalied level.of the

1 3
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manpoliVer budgeting process, decisions concerning
file' qu'ality of instructional outdo/Ines may be
affected also (assignment of PratessOr.,X rather
than Professor Y to a particular course may affect
the quality of education prOvidectlo students in
ttka3. course). Finally, Pecause, of the weight of
manpower resources vis-a-vis other types of
resource in an institution's "production" i;rocess,
the nanpower budget, to a large extent, deter-
mines the alloCation of financial resources.

The similarities between \ the manpower
resource budget andthe financia resburce budget
extend to the. kinds of information required for
management purposes. Specifically:the i-equIred
information describes the amount (usually
expressed -in FIEs or some similar measure) of
eaci type of manpower resource allocated to each
ir%stitutional program. The level of detail at which
this information is developed and maintained is a

function of the size and 'complexity of the insti-
tution and of the managerial level at which the

. information is td be used (a department chairman
'will require information on an individual-by-.

individual basis, whjle a vice-president typically-.
WM require only aggregate information). The
general form that a manpower resource budget
may take is shown dtagrammaticallx here._

The management of resources,Manpower and
otberWisedoes not end .with the,completion of
the budgeting or resource allocation -process. In
addition, management mist be 'Concerned with
monitoring and measUling,the actual utilization of
the various resources. For' financial resources this
process' is highly formalized: monthly statements
orexPenRitures 'generally' are produced and annual

'Summary of Allocations of itnpowgr Resources to Programs

. . 7

audits of expenditures (including expenditures' for
manpower) are developed. The monitoring of the
utilization of the manpower resources that have
been .purchased. is nluch .less formalized and, in.
many-institutions, is nonexistent except as utilika-
ton of manpower resources is reflected in the, -
reports on financial expenditures (as the personnel
'line items in the monthly expenditure reports).
There are good and sufficient reasons why the
"systein" for reviewing the use of -manpower has
not been developed to the level of sophistication.of
that developed for assessing (and controlling) the
expenditure of financial resources. For one thing,
finanCial expenditure data provide an indirect,
but exceedingly useful, mechanism ..'For moni-
toring the utilization of human resources. If the
budget for wages and salaries is being exceeded,

*there is an indication .of the situation with regard
to the manpower budget. Further, the fiduciary
requirements imposed oel institutions generally
are Much more extensive with regard to finaficial
reso4ces4han with manpower. And finally, there.
is the'inherent human resistance at all levels to the

4
constraints of perfrirmanceaccourttability. .

TO relative importance of continuous scrutiny
of the expenditure of financial resources and the
paucity of measures and ,procedures should not.
obscure the need for some level Of formal mana-
gerial attention to -the utilizatitc !Of manpower
resources. Part of this need originateas a fiduciary,
requirement imposed from Without the institution
(such as the requirement that Certain manpower
resources be allocated to specific research programs
in order to satisfycontraciva)' agreements with
various funding agencies). Potentially much more

. ,
A .

. - .
Manpower Resource Categories
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Service

Academic
Support -
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important, though, are the uses of such informa- actually may obscure' certain relationshipt-impor-
tion in the interne( management of the institution. l tent to institutional managers. A's an extreme
As--=.. was _noted, the allocation of manpower example, consider de case of a -faculty memberv,
resources to institutional programs represents one° who, ih the resource allocation process, was

of the most important managerial functions within assigned to teach- graduate physics couriesr
an institution of postsecondary education. Thp who in actuality served as the teeplician ih charge
importance of these decisions almost demand_ s
incorporation of, any information gleane
past experiencesthe improvement of

e of setting up freshman physics Ibbpratory experi-
ments, Both° the allocation and the utilization

ource information would .show a ficulttrbsource
allocation decisions is largely dependent on. recog- ,associated with the physics instruction program;
nizing and Understanding deviations from past in.thrprocess, some exceedingly valuable infbrma-
manpower resource.budgets.. Asa result, there is a ".tiorkwoUld be hidden. -
substantial need for information that provides a.

I

means of comparing the planned utilization of
In order to illuminate such situations 'within

the institution, and, at the'same time, to describe
manpower resources with the actuar Outilizon of

better kow the various Categories .of manpower
00 those resources. To facilitate such comparisons, the

information concerning actual utilization of resources were intended to be (or were) utilized, an
additional item of information_is required..it is

tA
resources must be:displayed in the same format as

necessary to indicate general types of activities
the manpower resource budgegain, the amount

tile various resource
of detail required is determined by the user of the performed by individuals in

.
information. _categories. For the niost Qart, it is anticipatecrthat

On the otherba
.
nd, a mandate to improve 4e there will be a good deal of congruence between

match..between manpower budgets and manpower the resource categories and the activities performed

/ utilization must not acquire status_ as an intrjrisic (that is,_clerical employees generally will Perform

value, nor must if spawn an effort td. reduce , clerical activities, and so forth). Many exceptions

flexibility in the utilization of manpower. While it to this situation will be:1*nd, however7adminis:.

is rebuttable, the presumption Must be that either trators will teach, faculty will adMinister, and-sti

the budget process was defective, or the assump forth. To compile this information, it is nece

tions and conditions changed between the time of to define general categories' of activities and to

budget and 'utilization. In either case, the informa- provicfr a framework for associating activities
, information with manpower resource information,lion is equally valuable to the manager who can

develop -future manpower resource budgets from a
%etter base of knowledge. ' 0

Ir...

C?' Describing Activitiel-Performed by
Manpower Resources

The fundaMental items of information concerning
manpower resources required for'both institutional
managernfmand for communicating with external
constituencies are those identified. abovethat is,
inforpiation that describes the pool of available
manpower resources,, the -allocation of those
resources to institutional programs, and the actual
utilization of those resources by the programs. This
is not to say, however, that these kinds of informa-
tion will be sufficient for all purposes within an
institution. In fact, the inforMation concerning
allocation and utilization of mappower...resouFces

as showriidiagrammatically here. A more thorough
treatment. of this aspect of manpower resource
management is included in Chapter 5.

o

D. General Considerations

The data item 'deflations and organizing schemes
presented in this Manual adhere to two general
concepts commbrito- manuals produced by NCES
and NCHEMS. The first is the use of the NCHEMS
Program Classification Structure (PCS) as the basic
organizing scheme for information, about the
allocation and utilization of manpower resources.
In managing any institution of postsecondary
education, information pbout -a.__..vaziety of
resources; activities, outcomes, and so forth must
be considered concurrently. Further, it must be
possible to interrelate these items of information
without difficulty. This means that manpower

1
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'Summary of Allocation of Manpqweir Resources by Activity.

9,

ACTIVITY IEGCRIES

Manpower Resource Categories

Faculty

Administraters

Clerical,

etc.
. '

I ,

Scheduled Unschedule
Teaching Teaching

resource information should'be categorized in the
same way as facilities data, finance data; and so
forth. The Program Classification Structure i the-
currentlyayailable organizing scheme mostta able
of promoting the necessary4ntei'relating of these
various types of,information. Ns.

' The second is the definition of data categories
in Ways intended to rfoke them commonly. appli-
cable ad,oss.the various programs within an insti-
ttition; as well as arho9g tetitutions..Many,of the
important uses of infor ation, including infor-
mation abOi4t thappoweriresources, requirp com-
parison of dibamong programs within an 'insti-
tution, among similar programs in differe
unions, or for the same program over time. T.
agility to rnalZe such comparisons Is depende-rit on

. .

e 1

1

a 4.°

R seardh/
holar'ship
ctivitles Administrative Etc.

4

ti

,
the use f standard definitions of the data elements
being -c mpared. As a result -of this need for,
standar. ized definitions, every effort has,been-
made t define the manpower resource categories
in way that,dre both. least likely to resuR.ln' .irtis-
interpr= ation and most in keeping with cciromog
institut onal practice. i ;

,.
- -

i. Fin a note concerning level of etiil of the
manpo er data The illustrations in his Manual
show r e data ,,being displayed at relatively high
levels f aggregation. Through use of the PCS, con-
siderab y. More disaggregation is possible. The level .

of detail required in any given instance must be
deter tried by the user; no single level of detail can
be remmended that will be applicable in all
circu gtances.

Its
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escribin ..Avail-abie Manpower Resources

In the
to describe the
institution of

c ptet., it Was noted that in order
anpower resource's available to an

postsecondary education, it is
necessary to: .

1. distinguish' among and classify. the major dif-
ferent kinds ofmanpOwer-resourcei,

2-: further ch racterize and describe the man-
power reso mei in each of these categories, and

3. measure the amount of each type of available
c
t

manpbyver resource; .

This chapter addresses each of these areas in
n)ore detail. Section A contains a recommended
ctassification scheme for manpower resource; as_

well. as ,definitiorp for each of the manpiwer
_ .

44 resource
L

categories. Section B identifies and
defines those items of information typically used
to further characteriie these manpoWer refources.
Finally, Section C describes a set of procedures for
use in arriving, at a measure of the amount of
available resources in each manpower category.

,

A. Categories of Manpower Resources

I

The Operation of ,a'n institution of postsecondary
education requires 'the performance of widely
differing kinds of activities, Studeuts. must be
taught and research interests pursued; at the same
tittle, the business airs of the organization must
be managed, reports ed, and the floors swept.
These activities are so diverse in nature that they
.4anncit all.be effectively and efficiently performed'
by individuals Mating a common set of skills and
capabilities. A certain degree of specialization is
required among the personnel who carry out the
institution's functicins.

. It isktr3ue-also that some quite different kinds .
activities display considerable overlap in the, kinds
of skill -required for their effective performance.,
Thus; individuals who possess the requisite abilitiey
and interests may be able to serve in two functions
that might otherwise be considered discrete. In the
context addressed by this Mahual, such a situation k?--i."Sedion 13 of the Fair L.Sbor Standards Act of 1938, as

emended, indicates thatan' exempt employee is "any employeearises frequently when an individual performs .

-.employed in a bona fide executive, administrative, of professional,
both instruction and research activities; such capacity ..."

individuals commonly at'e labeled as ':faculty
mernbers." The result is. a sitUation in which
postsecondary institutions hire. certain general
categories of employees to perforM certain general
kinds of activities, and in which'each 'category of
employee represents a different -kind of manpower
resource available to the institution..

The balance of this section pre,sents a ctiassik
cation scheme composed of seven distinct catet.--
cones of manpower resources. The particular man-
power resource/- categories (and their defitiltions
have been developed to accommodate certain legal
distinctions and common institutional, practice.
The intent has been to develpp tile minimum num-
I;er of categories.consistent with ,a requirement
that each category be generally, 'definitive of a
distinct kind of manpbwer resour6. -

The federal, frovernMent's `legal distinction,
between "exempt 'and "rionexcinproemployees is
retained in the-4, manpower resr.ce classification
scheme. To comply with-the Fair Labd*andarcis
Act, institutions must assign their ,...mp1Oyees fon
the liasisof criteria included in the legislatioK*) to
one f these two categories. This distinction
typic ly is incorporated into institutions' record.
.syste and into manpower resource ci4ssification

mes devised by individual institutions. Thus, as
a minimum, a- Manpower, resotgc,e classification
scheme must reflect the: distinction betweeiv
exempt and nonexempt employees.

All Employees

-
1

t-

Exempt
,-

Nonexempt

17
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While the categories of exempt and nonexempt

provide -necessary and useful information, more
detail is ,required within each of -these categories
for management purposed. As noted in the previous
chapter, individuals are not unif*ly qualified to
perform all the major kinds of tasks required to
operate an institution of postsecondary education.
Carrying this further, it can be noted also. that the
distinction ' between exempt and ,nonexempt

Amployees does not suffice' to identify groups of
individuals haVing mote or les.; siMilar 'apabilities.
Within the exempt category, for exa le, would
be those employees available to 'perform instruc-
tional and resetch adtivities ,(in conventional
terms, the faculty) and those professional
employees responsible for the executive direction
and,administrative support of the organization. To
distinguish between, and to 'effectively allocate,
these distinctly, different kinds of manpower
-resources, it is necessary to identify separately at
least two subcategories within the exempt
categorysubcategories that might be labeled as
(1) Instruction/Research Professionals and (2)
Executive/Administrative/Support (Professionals.
This distinction is consistent with a delineation
made at almost all institutions of postsecondary
education; while there are institutional differences
regarding the categorization of certain groups of
indiViduals (such as department chairmen), the
basic distinction between instruction/research
employees and all other exempt employees is made
almost universally. For many purposes a further
division of the "nonfacUltY" category also is highly
desirable. Within this single category are such
diverse kinds of individuals as. vice-presidents,
,adrilstratiVe department heads, accountants,
purchasing agents, and librarians. Because of this
diversity, it is clear that considerably more than
twg or three sulacategoriesmOuld,be required itthe -
objective were to cfeateCompletely hdmogeneous
groupings. Since such proliferation of categories
would defeat the purpose for which such sub-
categories were created, some distinctions that
are useful managerially, but that do not yield com-
pletely homogerteous groups, would appear appro-
priate. As a result, this document suggests a dis-

---tinction within this larger category baied on
supervisory responsibilities of the individuals a
subcategory entitled Executive/Administrative/

Managerial Professionals for( exempt employees
with supervisory responsibility of a department or
other or izational unit and another labeled
Specialist/Su ort Professionals for thote not hav-
ing supervise responsibiiities." The categori-
zation

-
scheme for exempt ern loyees (manpower

resources) presented in this al can, therefore,
be illustrated as:

Exempt Employee's
f

Inseruction/
Rbsearch

Professionals

Executive/
niAdmistrative/

Managerial
Professionals

-
iz, Specialist/

. SuppOrt ''
Professionals

There is a similar, need for more detaewithin
the° nonexempt category of manpower resource.
The extreme diversity of activities performed by
nonexerlipt employees and the greater.variation, in
institutional practice with regard ategorization
of these employees adds difficulty to the identifi-
cation of appropriate subcategOrits for nonexempt
employees; on the other hand, in this nonexempt
category it is possible to bprrow S great deal from
private business practice and nomenclathre. Using
the criterion that manpower ,resotjrces should be
identified, for management purposes according to
the 'type,of activities to be performed, hits pos-
sible to stiggest a limited number Of categories that
identify groups of individuals employed to perform
distinctively different kinds of, activities. Speci-
fically, it is suggested that the subcategories of
(1) Technical,, (2) Office/Clerical, (3) Crafts and
Trades, and (4) Service Employees span the range
of nonexempt employees while at the same time
describing the distinctly different groups of non-.
exempt manpower resources, The categorization
scheme for nonexempt employees presented in
this Manual therefore can be described as follows:.

It should be noted that, through addition of identification of
-programs to which individuals are assigned, much finerdistinctions
are poisible' (see Chapter 4). For example, a Specialist /Support
Pro ssional assigned to the library program can be readily identified
as ing different from a Specialist / Support Professional assigned to
the student counseling program.

1.8



Nonexempt Employees

Technical
Employees

Office/
Clerical

Employees

Crafts/'
Trades

Employees

'Service
Employees

By way of summary, the complete scheme for
cafrgoriing isanpower resources presented in this
docurnel,is4own below.

Each of the terms included in this categOri-
za4on is defined below. An. attempt is made -to
indicate a "conventional" categorization for cer-
tain groups of employees for which more than one
category might, on the surface, appear appro-
priate.tAdditiorial items Of iriformation considered
most useful in describing each of the various cate-
gories of manpower resources (such as sex, race,
age, and so forth) areConsidered in-the following
section ofthis chapter.

ee: Any individual being compensated by
,the in 'tution for services rendered. Included are
individ als who &nate theit services, if, the

rvices \performed are a normal part of the
institu on'S- programs , or supporting services
an ould otherwise be performed by. compen-
sated personnel. Specifically excluded are'
employees of firms *providing services to the
institution on a4on'tract basis.

13
1

Exempt Employee: , An employee whose condi-
tions of employment and compensation are not
subject to the provision of the Fair Labor Stan- '. .

dards Actas amended. EXempt employees are not
eligible for overtime payment. According to
Section 13 of the act, an exempt employee is
"any employee employed in a bona tide execu-
tive, administrative, or professional capacity.

Nonexempt Employee: An employee whose
Conditions of employMent and compensation "are
subject to the provisions of the Fair Labor Stan-
dards Act of 1938, as amended.

Instruction/Research Professionals: Individuals
employed for the primary burposes of performing .

instruction, and research activities. Typically
includes only exempt employees (althOugh in ,
some, primarily proprietary, institutions they
may be nonexempt). In most institutions of
postsecondary, education, these t mployees are the
"faculty!' This term "faculty" is advisedly not
employed in this Manual; in similar manner,,
the term "academic" is also not used. These terirrs
describe very, different groups of employees at
different institutions. At some institutions/the .
terms "faculty" or "academic staff" may include
only those who engage in classroom teaching. In
others they will commonly include those who

) teach and/or do research. In still others, those
terms will also include the exempt administrative

;Ind. there are some institutions in which
ose terms, for reasons such as the desire to

'extend fringe benefits to particular groups, may

All'Employees

Nonexempt

Instruction/; ..

Research
Professionals

, .

Executive/
- - . ,

/tdm in istrat iv°,
Managerial

P
A

Professionals

Specialist/

" \ +

Support
Professionals

t.

. technical
Em ployees

Office/
Clerical

Employees

.,
Crafts/
Trades

Employees

\ '
Service

;gm ployees
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include librarians, computer ycenter staff, and
Others. HaCiing neither,' suffkient desire nor
powers of persuasion to change the definitions of
these teuns at the institutions, they are simply
not used in manpower accounting. In this Manual,
Instruction/Research Frofestionals include the.

exempt research staff. At most institutions 'is

appropriate to include dePartment chairmen in
' this 'group 'ince their classification and assign-

ments are still primarily instruction and research.
However. there are. a significant number of major,
institutions where the department head is actually
an administrator who has been delegated specific
administrative responsibilities and authority..
Where such a, situation exists, the department
chairman is more appropriately classified as an
Executive/AdmMistrative/Kianagerial Professional.

Executive/Adminiitrative/Managerial Professionals:
Eximpt employees employed for ,the primary
purposes e managing the institutior4 or a custom'.
arily , recognized department or 'subdivision
thereof. By convention this category includes
deans but most commonly, although not always,
will exclude chairmen of academic ,departments
(who usually are classified as Instruction/
Research Professionals). Inclusion in this cate-
gory requires the individual to have supervisory
responsibilities.

Specialist/Support Professionals: EAmpt
ployees employed. for the primary purposes of
performing (typically) academic support, student
service,' and institutional support activities,
Excludes individuals who have executive or
managerial (supervisory). responsibilities in these
areas. Includes such employees as librarians,
accountants; systems analysts, student personnel
workers, counselor-Oalesmen, recruiters, and so
forth.. ;

em-

1

Technical Employees: Individuals employed for
the primary purpose of, performing technical
activities (that is, activities perta ning to the
mechanical or industrial arts or the applied
sciences).,This category includes only nonexempt
m I ee

I
Office/Clerical Employees: Individuals employed

for the primary purpose of performing clerical
activities. This category includes' onlynonexempt
employees."

Crafts /Trades Indivithials employed
for the primary purpose of performing (manually)
skilled activities in a craft or trade. InctUdes such
employees as carpenters, plumllers, elewiciank
and so forth. Includes only nonexempt employees.

Service Employees: Individuals employed for the
Primary purpose of performing serzirog (often
unskilled) activities. Includes such employees as
custodians, groundskeepers, secidrity arcs, food
service workers, and so 'forth. dudes only
nonexempt employees. $

It should Be,noted thft all the categories in the
0manpower resource classification scheme are

expressed in terms of the kinds of activities indivi-
duals are, employed primarily to perform. The fact
that the ptesijent of an institution may be
expected .tb te'ch a class does not detract from the
fact, that he or she is (in all probability) employed
primarily to perform executh/eand administrative'
activities, andis so classified.

Similarly, the fact that a facultti member may
perform .a variety of administrative or `studentdent
service aCtiyities should not obscure the fact that
the individual is employed peimgrily to perform
instructional and research. activities. In short, this-.
manpower resource classification scheme is

intended to "sort out" individuals in terms of the
kinds of ass' nments the institution gives the
employees, nit general kind of capability that
they bring, t the institution. The consideration of
what these individuals actually do and how their
.capabilities actually are utilize ol requires the
additional' dimensions described in subsequent
chaptereof this Mitua/. --

' Fof many pirrposes, a classification scheme
composed of these seven categoriej of manpower
resource', is sufficient. For other purposes, addi-
tional *tail will be required. Wile no attempt is
made cn this dcicuinent to suggest a classification

1
schem% containing all the detail that might ever be
n d d by 'n institution, major iLibc t orie p oy s. ee e y a ao a eg es

't
Z
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within each of the- seven categories identified
abbike have been -developed. The classification

'scheme with this additional level of detail is out-.,

... /71inec(belpw. - /,,f
to x..cutive/AdministratiyelManagerial

,1,,t 1..1 Executive Officer's ,
s 1..2 .,

.1.3
. -1)4

2.0 Instruction /Research ,

2.1 Sinior.InstructiodResearch,
2.2 Junioi. instr9ction/Researdi '

2.3 TeactO/or Research Associate/Assistant/Fellow
2.4 Undesignatedr

'3.0 Specialist/Support
3.1 Advanced Level
3.2 Intermediate Level''

:8.3 Entry Leve1,6
Technical '
4,1 Advanced Level
4.2 Intermediate Level
4.3 Entry Level -\

5.0 Office/Clerical
5,1 Advanced Level
5:2 Intermediate Level
5.3 Entry Level

6.0 . Crafts and Trades
6:1 Advanced Level
6.2 Intermediate Le-yel
6.3 --Entry Level

.7.0 Service
1.1 Advanced Level
7:,2`Intermediate Level
7.3 Entry' Level

° 4.0

C.

.

6 description of these subcategories and a
extended discussion of the considerations and
criteria for the actual clAsification of gentployees

. ,into the major' categories- 4e contained in
Appendy<7,A..

-

sionals category. AliA ticgAbose descriptors are data
about the discipline affilietion?of the individual;
included in this categdty. Also inCludid are data
about the "level" of the °resource (data abbut
highest earned degrees and about the fdculty rank

'distribution of Instruotion/Research,Professionals).6
Finally,: information about permanence- tenure
statusof thiS category of manpower resources is
typically acquired end used in i planning' and
Management context.

In addition to those descriptsirs that are
generally limitdrin application tdithe Instruction /`
Research ProfessiOnals category, there aie those

,that have relevance eprois alr categories. Among
the most common' Of these are data about the sex
and 'ethnic composition of the resource pool.

. For several of these inf6rMaticiri Iternsda par-
;ticular set of 'categories and their irsociated, defi-
nitions have received acceptance, at least in the
contexts of interinstitutional exchange and of

reporting to extern4 agencies. These categories and
their'associated definitions follow..

. Academic ilisciplihe distin&ions. or almost
all intra-institutional planning ,an anagemek.

uses, information. about Instruction/Research Fr&
fessionalsbfurther delineafed by academic discipline
pr departm erg. fis needed. It is just no sufficien,t to

. know the arnounta initructIonesearch resource
available; it also is necessary to know hoW,many_Of
these resources can In assigned to teachmathe-
matics, .hoW many to English, and so forth. In
categorizing these resources according to academic
disciplines,/ the categories cdsttained in the Tax-
oinimy ofl Instructional Pro l s in Higher Educe-.-

, ,tion* ar _ mo -typically used a ieairtor data
exchea nd reporting purposes). -

,2. Highest degree earned. -For purposes of
interin titutional -comparison the following

'w
cate-

gories were suggested

C rtificates and Diplomas (less than one year) iy1
. .

ard for the successful completion of a course' of
r

tidy or 'program offered' by a postsecondary insti-
tution. cerfifitaies and 'diplomas M this category are.

. .

11/,
f

4.1 /
B. Additional important Dessriptors of

Manpower Resources At',

Tgeclassification'of manpower, resources.accoeding
to the categorization scheme'preseflted above is

N but the first, very general* in describing the
pool df manpower resources available to an insti-
tution Additional information abiSit the Man-
power resource pool is also important Yor the sup-
port'of planning and management decision making.
To-,a large extent', these additional descriptors are
related only to' the Instruction/Research Profes-

4

4.'"
Robert A. 1-luff, and Marjorie 0. Chamfier, Adjexonomy of

In motional Programs in i4lgher Education 'Washington, D.C.:
.S. Department of Health, Eduostion, and Welfare, Office of
ducation, Nationig (tenter for Education Statistics, 19701.
OTE: A new taxonomy *currently In preparation and can be

expected to replace the currently used taxonomy In the future.
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, -
awarded for completionlet any progr covering Any, HEG,IS S it in the survey of administrative

. time span less than one ac year. salaries con ucted by the College-and University
Certificates and Dibipmas (more than or equal to ot7.e4, Personnel Association. For the contenience of the
year)An award for the successful cocnpletiop it reader these tines and the associated codes are

emontelned in Appendix B of this document. ot
course of study or program offered by a postseconde .
institution, Certificates and diplomas irr this categargfc;.' in contrast, institutions tend to use a rather

SC). are awarded for completion of any program covering
any time span between one academic year and two
academic years. ..........f.r.-....

Associate Degrpe (tWo years or more)-: The degree
granted upon completion of an educational program
less than baceelaureate level and re4iring at least two
but less than our academic `years 'of college work.

Backelar's Degree-Any earned academic degree carry-
ing the title of :'bachelo

First Professional De ee,The first earned degree in 'a
professjonal field. 0 y the fotloAg degrees should be

(1) M.D., (2) D.O., (3) L.L.B. or J:D. (if
- J.D. is the first professional degree) , (4) D.D.S., (5)

D.V.M., (6) 0.0., (7) B.D., M.D m., Rabbi, (8) Pec130.,
P.M:

Master's Degree-Any earned academic degree carrying
the'title of "master." In liberal arts and sciences, the
degree customarily granted updp successful comple:
limy cif one or two academic years of Wor.k beyond the
bachelor's In professional fields, an advanCed profes-
sional degree beyond the first professional, which
carries master's designatfon, such as L..M.,-M-S.-
(Masterin Surgery), M.S,Ni. Waster-OfSocial Work)..,

DoctoralDegree-Ah-aarned academic -degree carrying.
--the Vile of "doctor." Not 'to be included are

4,
fire_----

. professional degrees such as M.D., D.D.$.

Other (Specify)Includes all other 'categories of
degrees/diplomas/certificates that cannot be cate
gorized in any of the precedin categories such In
specialist degrees for work sompl ted toward ace,til..
ficate.

Sdard set lof rank /title designations for
4iruction/Re arch Professionals. While these'
desViations are' conventional tor standard, there
tend to be extreme variations in institutional prac-
tice with respect qo the qualifications and assign-, -
melts of indivi uals.having the same title. Further-
more, at many nstitutions, many'of the patsops in
the Exectrtive/ dmi .strative/Manageitial Profes-

,

sipnati sand Spe /Su rt Professionals cate-
gorieselso aredesignated with xenks or titlei more
geneially reserved for InstructionMeseerch Pro:
fe sionais, Asa result of these variations in orac-
t, , these titles do,,not prOvide a useful means for
dist guisliing categories of indiv,iduals for insti-
tutional. comparisons. It is recommended that the
standard categories used in this manual he used for. .
interinstitutiondl comparison. The §d-called-

"faculty" Tank categories.mo ically,used are:.
a. Profesibr--

c. lAssistant ProfessOi-
d. Instructor we.

e. tLecturer
f. Teaching Associate -.

464.1eadhing Assistthlt .

h. - Undesignated
tf

4. Tenure status.' Primarily with respect to
Instruction/ResearCh Professionals, it is useful to
collect information concerning the-tenure status of

Honorary degrees slpidd not be considered. e.
-emplOyees since,such date, provide insIght into the

'3. Rank or title, Fbr many reasons, iristi- extent jo which the manpower resourkarse essen-
;._ tutibns ofo)ostsecondarr education bestow rank ,tially"fixed.!:

and or 'other title designatiohs on certain ':The term, "tenure" has acquired a Meaning in
arneklyee within the institution, particularly those the common parlance of:education employmoe1

that is a uniClue;modification'of its meaning 'In all
Qther _coltte2ct*:In education, to "have tenure" is

.16 haVe*in indefinite appOintmentxtending to the
time of "trey-nen% which 'appoi'ntment is termi-

. nable on yegy special procedures. Consistently-
attaching e_ implied adjecti "indelibite"

in the ecutive/Admintstrativ.e(Managerial Profes-
sionals and , Instruction/Fiesealch Professionals

categories.
A wide variety ottitles are used by institutions

to designate indiViduals in the EXecutive/Adminis-
trative/Managerial Professionals category. A somp-
vtrhat standardized list of these titles. has been
developed for use in the U.S. Office of Education

actually imposes a limit on thrmeanirig of the
'term and limits- its utility.-Tenure is a "holding"

iv
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and in employment refers to the term or, time
during which one will hold an appointment. Thus,
-one's tenure can be fora fixed or determinable
term; omit can be indefinite. It is suggested that the,
following tenure designations be used:

a. -Tenuredindividuals who have been
granted tenure'

b. NontendedindiViduals who are eligible
for, but 'have not been granted, tenure

c. Not eligibles individuals who ate-, not
eligible for tenure.

In this Manual, the term "tenure" is hot used
without modifiers. The categories of tenure are:

a: Indefinite tenure, terminable only by
special procedures

b. Appoirihnent for a fixed tern of more than
one year
Appointment for one year_

d. Appointment for term, of a budget
e. Indefinite tenure, summarily. tdrrninable '

without recourse

5. Race/Ethnic identification. (Categories
used by the U.S. Office for .Civil Rights, the Equal
Employment, Opportunity Commission, anchother

-Federal agencies, revised by the' Federal Inter-
agency-Committee on Education in 1975.)

The concept of race as used by the Equal
Employment Opportunity. Commission does. not
denote clearcut scientific definitions of anthropo
logical origins. An employee maybe included in
the Lgroup to which 'he or she appears-to belong
identifies, with, or is regarded In thcorrimunity as
bf'longipg 'to. However, no persons should be
counted in more than one 'race/ethnic category.

'American Indian or AlaSka NativeA person ha.(
ing origins in any of the original peoples of-North"
Ainerica. .

Asian or Pacific Isl derLA person having origins
.in any of the or ginal peoplei Of the FaU,East,
Southeast Asia, o the Pacific l'slands.,This area
includes, for example, China, Japan, Korea, the
Philippine Wands, and Samoa.

Black fikof Hispanic origin)A person having
origins irOny of the Black racial groups:2'

White (not of Hispanic!origin)A person having
origins in any of <the original peoples'of Europe,
North mAfri a, the Middle Ease,' or the Indian .

,_.
sobcontinen is , .

aN

w
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HispanicA per-ion of Mexican, Puerto Rican,
Cuban, central or sou h American, or ,other.
Spanish culture or origin regardless, of =race.

There should' be no need in the records system
fbr an "all other" category, since it is intended that
the above categories be *all-inclusive." It may be
necessary to include some kind of "Refuse to
Indicate" category, but .if so,' it must be under-
stood that inquiries from the U.S. Office for Civil
,Rights and the Equal Employment OppoFtunities
Commission will require the institution to acquire
the informationtrin some 'other manner. and:*--
categorize such individuals ,jnto one "-of the iboVe -

raCial/ethnic grobps.

In connection with the race/ethnic categories, -

the U.S. Office...1qt Civil Rights also recOmmenils
'retention of the citizenship/residency status of the
employee in just.two mutually exclusive categories:
1. U.S. Citizens and all other persons ,having a

'status that permits them,' to yes* perma-
.0, nently iri the United States, and
2.^ Nonresident Aliens; vit., a person who is in

this country on a tempo5ary basis and who
does not have the right to remain indefinjtely.

A precise definition for nonresident )=alien is
contained in S 1101(a)(15)(A)-(k) of the United..
States Code, Title 8. Examples af persons with
nonresident Alien status are individuals -in the
UnitqlStates to putsue a course of study (includ-
ing students.in the Department of State exchange
program) and individuals in this countryo per-
form temporary services or skilled or unskilled
labor [8.USC(a)(15)(f ),(LL), and MI .

It should 'be noted thtt these items represent a
minimum set required to desdribe manpower
resources in way's important for planningthey dO,
not represent the 'total list of information items
necessary for.all institutional purposes.

C. Measuring the Amount of
Manpower Resources

and management uses of manpower
res6 ces information require -riot only the ability
to describe and categorize such ,resources, but also
the ability to measure how much of 'each of, the

'various kinds of fesources 'are avaiiable for assign-
ment to various of the institution's programs. A
rough estimate of the amount of each kind of man- -

t.

t

4,t
4:i .44-

P.
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power resource available to an institution can be
obtained by simply' counting the individuals' in'
each Of the various matipower resource categories.
In the final analysis, however, it is not the number
of individuals but the 'amount of time they ar'e.

0
available over a giv,en, period (such asdifiscal or
academic yeard), that deterrniraes the amount of
manpower resource that is, in fact, available. This

%IS a particidarlY i portaft consideration with
regard to the -mango r resource-categories within
which part-time appoiri ments are most common-
for example, the I structionflitetearCh Profes-
Sionals category 41-11e prevalence of botti, part, -time
appointments (instructional staff on half-time
appointments, adjultt appointme, and so forth)
and full-time appointments for leSs than a full
year (one semestet, the academic year, nine
months, and so forth) creates a situation in. which
"counting heads" while disregarding the appoint-,
ment fraction and period yields a potentially`
exaggerated picture of the availability use of

ower resources. These varying terms and con=
ions of appointment must be dealt with if the

institution is to hive an accurate measure of its
available wanpower resoy,rtes.

There area variety of Ways to accomplish this
'particular objective, distinguished primarily by the
leveJof!detail at which the necessary calculations
are made. The least _detailed (and probably the
most common) method for ascertaining the
amount f manpower resources available under
conditi s where there are varying appointment
arrange nts depends on identifying individuals as

s.

being either full- or part-time employees and
calculating the full-time equivalence of the part-
time employees. The following 'table summarizes
this calculation. -

(To complete this table, it is first necessary to .:' ..

enter data is columns (1) and (2) that is, to drier
-data on headcount number of full -time and part-
time employees in 'each manpower res,ource cate-
gore-Distinctions between full-time and part:time
employees are reasonably easy to make- for most
manpower resource categories; most employees are
considered to be full-time if they work apTi xi-
mately 40 hours per week for the full year. nti-
fying which ,of the Instruction/Research Pro s- .

sionals is full-time is more difficult since instil-.
tutional practice is often such that sfacult----.
members with eight: or nine-month contracts are
considered to -be full-time empfoimes if they are
kmployed full-time by the institution -for that
eight- or nine-month period. To be consistent,
"full-time" for Instruction /Research Professionals
should be-defined on a 12-month basis also. The .

difficulties associated with gaining acceptance of
this particular convention represent a-severe lirrti-
tation

,.

on th*articular method fcir. calculating the
amount of manpower, resource available, and gnake
it necessary for many purposeito use the academic
year or other academic period es the planning and
accounting base.

Prodedures for calculating full-time equivalence
of the pert-time emplo,Tes are heavily influenced

`by the employment practices of the institution
with regard to part-time ernployees. If, for
example, all part-time employees in a particular
category are co sidered to be half-time employees,
the convey ,n to full-time equivalence is relatively
straightforward. If on the other hand, part-time

-employees are employed under widely varying
arrangements, this conversion must be made either
on an alrriost- individual-by-individual basis or on
the basis of an average resulting from an analysis of

r
,' .

ManpowerResource Category
.-

Number of
Full-Time
Employees
Headcount
- (1)

Part-Time EmOciyees Number of
'Full-Time
Equivalent
Employees
(1)+(3) - (4)

.

*
Number of ,
Employees
Headcount

(2)

-s

Full -Time
Equivalence

(3)

1. Instruction/Rekearch Professionals
2. Executive/Administrative/Managerial

Professionals

3. Specialist/Support Professionals 4

4. Technical.Employees
5: Office/Clerical Employees
6. Crafu/Trades Employees
7. Service EifiOloyges .

..

s

.

i

'

..

.. .
AL.

-

s.

-

,...

.

...----

-

.

cr

.

.1
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historical data (for" example, 1 part-time are pa)t-time. Full-time Cmployees are those
employee = .33 FTE)..Where budgets and pelycolls individuals available, for full-time assignment, at
are computerized, the latter .procedure may be least for the period/being reviewed 'or analyzed.

,feasible; where _they, are not, if the institution is Part-time employes are those individuals
sizeable, it may be necessary to resort to .tire-- employed full-time for ahor.ter periods of time (less
former. than the period under review) as well as those not

Several limitations with regard to the use of- available to the institution for 100 percent assign:
full-time equivalent employees as measures of the' ,ment even though they may be employed for the
amountsof manpower resources available are evi- full period. , .

dent from the above description. first, for certain
categories of personne(',;4paticularly Instruction/
Research Professional) the definition of ."fu'll-time"
varies and generally is riot consistent with the term,

' as applied to ,other categories of manpower
resourt. Sebond, there may be wide variations in
the.manpower resources repiesentee5y part-time
*eMployeesvariations that -can misrepresent the
situation badly if averages are used to convert to

`-full -time equivalent., To atercor4 'these limi-
tations, it is suggested that the concept orservice-
months" be utilized as the pieferabje unit of
measure of maripoWer resources.* The folloWing
format summa0zes% manpower resource informa-
tion using this oncept.

Toenter data in this format, it is necessary to

I

For most 'manpower respurce categories, the
calculation of service-months is veiny straight-
fOrwattl,, consisting simply of counting'the number
of individuals in a particular category (for'example,
service)' or subcategory withiri That category (for
example, custodians) and Multiplying by the
number of months per year (or such other period
being studied or analyzed) full-time employees in
that category typically- work (most commonly
either' nine or twelve in -.an institution of post-
secondary. education). However, there are cater
gories of manpowlr resources, !particularly the
Instruction/Research Professional category, in
which employment arrangements,vary-widely from
individual to individufi). In these 'Cases the service-
month calculation necessarily hedomet almost an

identify 'tftiose individuals in each manpower indiv,idual-by-individual calculation. _While this
resource category who ak fuil-lime and those who task is time consuming, failure, to achieve an

accurate measurement of the Manpower resources
represented by these individuals:will almost cer-

rA "service-month"' is defined as being equivalent to one
individual working fuil-time -for the period of one mph. Service- 'Strictly speaking, such a distinction is not necessary to make
months are calculated by multiplying the.percent workload (relative this particular calculation. However, for many management put,
full-timeness) by the number of monthrdf the individual's appoint- poses it is extremely tiseful to identify.ieparately those emproyees
men t. 4s employed half-time for 6 months who are full-time from those whopre part-time. the printery benefit
would be the equivilent of (. x 6), 3 service-months of manpower of this method is the latitude it provides institution's in defining full-
resources:Ah individual employed full-time for nine months yvould timit f their own purposes while still achieving a measure of nip-
be the equivalent or (1.0 x 9) 9 service-months of resource, and power r sources (service-months) that can be comparable from histi-
so-fortti. tution t institution. -

is
l

. .

Manpower Resource Category

- ..
FullTIme Employees

s 1

s-,PartTime Employee--
Totil

i

Monthhs

(2)4(4) "t (5)

. .

. ,.

Heacicounto
811)

I

Equivalent
Service-
Months

(2)
..

s

.

Headcount
(3) ,

liequivalentsoo
Service-
Mqnths

(4)

Instruction/Research Professionals

Executive/Administrative/Managerial
Professinals '
SPecialist1Support Professionals '
Technical Employeei

Office/Clerical Employees .

Crafts/Trades Employees
Service Employees

.

J

.

,

.

-

.

.

.

.

'.

- .
- .--

.

,

.

.

1
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tainly reduce the effectiveness of the institution's
plarioing and roa'nagement. .

. .

D. Summarizing Manpower Resburce
Information

.

t

is, a summary 'of ap 'institution's availab'l'e Man-
power resources- classified according to major,:
categories of marTO-wer resources such *as those
described in Section Athat is, data in the follow-
ing general form of Format 1.

.

By using the descriptive data itemssuggested in '404'
Section B ,of this chapter In, conjunction with More detailed infOrmatioo about the Instru-
general` categories of manpower resources, num- tion /Research Professional 'category than thatI.

erous data displays can be developed that are f. included:In rorrhat 1 is .almost always necessary.
useful in support of the planning and manage- Of particular, importanCe is the delineation of tte

. ment functions at various deeision'-making 14els,9ALIptal number of Instruction/Research .4,40es-
postsecondary education. The most general, and4, sionals service-months by academic discipline. or
probably most generally used, set of inforMiitn .t.;department.as in,Format

,14

. --7

FORMAT 1 ' '- , . ./.
., .,

Suitimary of Avai*M&ManpOwer Reso.urCes.by4Categorypf Resource

.;.

1pf

, -7

Manpower Res urce Cogtry

N

,,,,

,
,!.---

FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES
. .

PART-TIME EMPLOYEES
Total
ervice

Modthi
(2)-1(4) = (i)

a

A r
aunt

(1)

Equivalent ,.
service- Months'

C 41....

;
Headcount

(3)
. -

Equivalent
Servite=Months
- :14)

In uctioNRe h Professionals . .4( . . ",

Exec tive/Adminiaative/ ..... ,
Marla ial Professiaals . .

..

'
-

, .- *
.

Somali /Support Professionals *.Vc..
.----

Technical Employees
. isW. . .. .

Office/Clerical iritittiliees,,, r-- ..

Crafts/Tradei Employees . . . ', .
4,

Service Employees .
1.

.....,V -.-- V,
i

.z.z. ,..........
. . ,.....-4

; e .

4 a

FORMAT 2: ..*
Distrib tioqof Instation/Resea,1% 'Profess d'h. al Resources by

eftACademic

0064.-Iggriculture
-0002 .

'0003

9
4".

ademic Discipline

NuT ekof Servi- ce-Months

tro

Total Instruction/Research

1111-

"1_ Should equal the entry in row 1. column 5, of Forat 7. ,,

s's

;
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FORMAT 3

Distribution of Instruction/Research Professionals by Rank. Highest Degree Earned. and Tenure Status
. .

,

RANK .

Professor
Associate
Professor

Assistant
Profe r

Instructor/
Lecturer

Teaching or Research
Assistant/Associate

,

Undesigliated Total
Highest Degree Earned
:ertificaies and
Diplomas (less than
me year

ertificates and
)iplcimas (more than
r equal to one year)

lkssociate Degree
rt years or more)

fttcke ' Degree

FirstsPrg4feLsional
Degree'

Master's Degree

Doctoral Desiree

Dther (specify)

.

.
.

.

t

0

.

.....,
".t.. .

.. . -
-.

.
. , .

,

.-
N

.. ..,

.

°
.

.
1

.

. ' ,

_

Total .. .
Tenure Status /<
Tenured

Nontenured

Not Eligible,

0

-.
.

- , ...

.
.

.

,

. .

'Entries typically differentiated by full-dr& and part-time employees. Thus, this entry should conform to row 1, column 1or 3, Ftumai
depending on whether the data are related to full-tire or part-time employees.

4
FORMAT 4

DistributiOn of Manpower Resources by Race/Ethnic Identification and Sex Category
_

.
.

RESOURCE
CATEGORY

RACE /E IHNIC IDENTIFICATION

Total,

SEX

,White" Slick His`pgnic

'American Indian
Or

Alaskan Native
Asian'or Pacific

Islander
Nonresident

Aliens
All

Other' Male
,

Female

Exempt .
Instruodon/
Research

E4ecutive/
Administrative/
Managerial

Specialist/
poSuprt.

*
°

-

,

.
7,

I.

'

:

'
.....

..

_

.

.
.

..?....

.

.-

.

L.

.

:

-

--.,:st

-,;.-

.

..

'

,

,

i
v

NOnexempt
Technical -

Office/Clerical/

Crafts/Trades

Service

on111spenk in Agin.
Non-Hle.penIc In origin.

;
-.Totals should equal entrlis In columun IforlulbrImel or column 3 (for pert-time) frgn-Fomist I.

.

r"

-27
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In entering data into, Format. 2, the general
process suggested by Format 1 is useful. That is,
the number ,of Instruction/Research Professionals
assigned full-time to each of the -disciplines or
departments is entered and the equivalent Number
of service-months is calculated or estimated. As a

second step., the number of Instruction /Research
Protessionals:Cisigned to the discipline or depart-
ment on a part-time basis (either part-time
employees or full-time employees with appoint-
ments in more than one department) is entered
and the equivalent stirvice-months entered. Format
2 can be constructed at varying levels of detail
depending on the use; department by department
data, data for each of the schools or colleges within
the institution, or according to discipline cate-
gories identified in accordance with the Taxonomy
of Instructional Programs. Generally speaking, the
higher the level of data aggregation, the fewer the
number of cases in which data about individuals
will have to be prorated on some basis to two or
more categories.

Information about rank, highe:st earned
degrees, and tenure status of Instruction/Research

4.

of

4

t

4

a

rp

-
PrOfessionals, such as that suggested in Format 3,
is also widely used. In most'cases, such data are
compiled' for full-time and for part-time
employees, but data are .not entered in terms of
FTEs or serviceMonths. In that sense the datkare,
more correctly; descriptors of employees rItiter
than of the resource they represent.

Finally, data about- the sex and race/ethnic
composition' of an institution's employees are

,

commonly required. Format 4 suggests one way of
displaying such data. Again, the data are typically
reported separately for full-time and part-time
employees with go attempt Made tb report data
using the more precise measures of manpower

. resources (FT-Es or-servicemonths).
There are many other ways in which these

information items can be combined to provide
insight into the nature of the pool of manpower
resources' available to an institution of post-
secondary education. The particular formats most s
useful for arraying this information in a specific
instance will be determined by the nature of the-
planning and management context and the
decisions Ring addressed.

Nr

. '2, 8'
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Describing the.Allocatton and
Utilization of Mapower

As noted in Chapter 1,-""allocating manpower
resources to institutional programs (developing the
manpower budget) is one Of the most important
function's performed by-managers in institutions of
postsecondary education. In Ile course of the man-
power budgeting process, direction's are set and
decisions are made that significantly affect the!
nature, quantity, and.quality of the outcomes pro-
duced by the institution. And, although the allo-
cation of manpower resources is an action of
central. importance to an institution, it is not
common prgticeto make explicit thi manpower
budget, to monitor the utilization of manpower
resources vis-a-vis this budget, and to 'note vari-
ations and otherwise analyze the budget ata basis
for improving the.' allocation of manpower
resources. When manpower budgets are made
explicit, there is seldom any follow-through that
could leadtito better decisions in futide time
periods. For eicample, it is not uncommon for
department chairmen, to recoril at least the teach-
ing assignments of kculty, if not the full range of
their assignmentsdPut. it is muchrless common fpr
department cfairmen, after the fact, to go back-
and assess how much manpower resource was
actually utilized' in carrying out the assigned
activities, and:to use this information in improving
the next cycle of assignments.

Iri short, while manpoyver budget and utiliza-
tion data are potentially powerful management
devices, they have not been incorporated to any
slificant extent into the planning and manage-
ment processes in, postsecondary' education.

- This Manual represenlk one attempt to suggest
the data (and surrounding piocedures) necessary to
formalize' the development of manpower )u.dgeting

- and-utilization data as a supportive basil ''for plan-
", ning and 'management decision making. Section A

of this chapter is devoted to describing".the neces-
iary steps in the. development of a manpower

resource budget and a format for displaying data
about the allocation of these resources-. Section B
of the chapter deals with the procedures for acquir-
ing data about actual use of manpower resources
and entering these data into a format that allows
comparison of planned versus actual resource use.
Through this-) mechanism. it is felt that post-
secondary education planners and managers will
obtain some of the same kinds of benefits that
derive from the availability of finance budget and
expenditure dataspecifically, a way of periodi-
cally assessing the extent and reasons fordevia-
tion from their planned set of activities, of obtain-
ing information that will suggest opportunities and
need for "midcdurse corrections," and of obtaining
iniightsthat Will improve the manpower allocation
decisions in subsequent time periods.

On the conviction that the focal point for the
development- and use of manpower -budget's is at
the departmental level and that effective use at
other institutional levels must derive from a capa-
bility eat, that\tevel, Sections A and B are written
with the department being the unit of analysis. At
the same time': it is recognized' that data for the
institution as a whole (particularly manpower
utilization -"data) art- required for institutional
planning and for reporting to agencies external to
the institution.

Because instiiution-wide information is not
likely to be readily derivable from departmental
data in the near fkiture, however, a set of proce-
dures and data formats designed specifically for use
at the institutior6I-level are also required. These
for'm the content of Section C of this chapter.

4 '

A. Describing the Allocation of ,

Manpowei Resources

'The process of budgeting or atiockting.makipower
resources consists of three essential steps. First, the
total amount of manpowbr resources of each type

29
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to be' available for allocation is determined (esti-
mated). Second, the programs to which manpower
resources are to be allocated are identified. Finally,
the available resources are allocated to these pro-
grams irg, accordance with the decision maker's
best, udgment about the amount of each type of
resource required to ,carry out the estimated or
expelled level of activity in each program. These
three general steps apply regardless of the organi-
zational levels within the institution al which the
manpower' budget is being developed and only the
amount of detail needed will differ.

This section treats each of these steps in order.
First, a means of describing the total amount of
manpower resources available for allocatibn is

presented. Second, 'a means of identifying and
categorizing institutional programs to which the
resources are to be allocated is suggested. Finally,
procedures-for recording the amounts of each type.
of manpower resource allocated to each type of
institutional program are described:The net result
is a manpower resource budget'summarized accord-
ing-to the folioyvmg genefal Format 5.

1. Deter fining Resources Available for Ailoca-
tidn. As ted previously, the, first step in the
maupower resource allocation process is .that of
deterini "rig the amounts of each- type of man-
power esource to be available during the period of
time nder consideration (that is, the development
of an inventory of manpower resources): As
d'scribed in Section C of Chapter 3, this step*,
involves estimating the number, of serViCe-months
Of each of the categories of manpower resource to
be availlable for allocation during the,+blidget
period.

FORMAT 6

Planned Allocation of Manpower ResourcestO Programs

7

The determination (or estimation) of th'e total
amounts of each type of manpower resource avail-
able for allocation cari be either very simple or very
complex, depending on the personnel and employ-
ment practices of the institution. The more

in
vari-

ation n appointment periods, the greater the pro-
ortion of part-time employees,.and the greater the

variation in "kinds" of employees (as defined by
the resource categories to which they are appro-.
priately assigned),th more difficult or complex is
calculating resource availability.

Table 1 -illustrates the information items
necessary, to calculate the number of service-
months, of each type of resource available for
allocaticindUring the 'fiscal year. The illustrative
entries indicate the different levels of detail that
might be dictated by differing employment
practices.

One of the most useful tabulations of service-
montOs likely will be on the basis of the twelve-
Month fiscal,year, since that is the erkist common
time measure used for the input and expenditure
of other resources. For this reason, die illustrations
aleuse the fiscal year. However,.other, time periods
may, fOr some purposes, be of equal or greater use
An institution will, for example, want to know the
staff input- to the production of student credit

e hours or program completions during an instruc-
tion - related period such as a quarter, semester, or
academic year. In such instances, because of the
wide fluctuations of both input and output during
the different academic periods (such as the fall
term acd the summer session), the 'tabulation of
'fiscal yeecwill not be sufficiently detailed.

Manpower ResourcesAvailable
for Allocation, by Category . -

,

Programs
.

A

. .
& . . .
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Table 1. Service-Months of Each Type of ManpowerResodrCe Available.

Organizational

-
Unit; Physics Department. Period Covered-

ResOUrce
Categdry'

(1)

Name of 'Individual or
Descriptor of GlourS'of Employees .

k (2)

Number of
Individuals

(3)

Appointment
Period

(in months) 400
(4)

Workload
u Percent

(5)

Service-Months

(3)x(4)x(5) = (5)

Instruction/ J. Brown (Academic Year) 9 1.00 9.0
Research " " (Summer) 1 3 .50 1.5
Prof eisiiinals . Owens 6 .50 3.0.F

B. Franklin 12 1.00 12.0
D. Gray 12 1.00 12.0
J. Selby 9 .50 4.5
R. Murphy 1 12 1.00 12.0
L. Keller 1 9 1.00 9.0
Ff. Pettit 1 10 1.00 10.0
F. Morris 1 12 1.00 12.0
K. Doer 1 12 e 1.00 12.0
S. Cole 1- 9 1.00 9.0

3 .50 1.5
Graduate Assistants 7 9 .50 31.5

SUBTOTAL FOR CATEGORY 139.0

Technical 'Research Technicians 2 12 1.00 24.0
Summer Assistants 4 -3 1.00 12.0

SUBTOTAL FOR CATEGORY 36.0 :
Office/ Departmental Secretaries 3 12 1.00 30.0
Clerical

SUBTOTALFOR CATEGORY 36.0

'Additional distinctions can be made here if deemed appropriate.
Assistants" and All Other Faculty" within the Instruction/Research

As indicated by the illustrative entries in Table
1, where appointment periods and workkiad per-
centages %fly widely:the calculation of resource
availability becomes almost an individual-by-
individual ,calculatioii (as illustrated by the entries
in the Instruction/Research Professionals cate-
gory). On the other hand, where alr individuals
within a resource category have similar appoint-

4nent periods and workload percentages,- the
Service-months for that group of individuals can be
determined through w single - calculation (as illus-
trated by the entries in the Office/Clerical resource
category). Between,' these two extremes lips the
situation in which .there are a limited number of
'employment arrangements that apply to all indi-
viduals in a resource category. In such circum-
stances, a calculation of each group Of individuals
having similar appointment periods is required (as

40
`
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example, it may be appropriate to distinguish between "Graduate
fessionals category.

illustrated by the entries in the Technical resource
category in Table 1).4When calculating resources
forthe institution as a whole or for a major
subunit thereof (such as a college), it u ally is
necessary to deal with groups of employee nd,
avoid inc&dual-by-Individtial calculationszr

The subtotals illustrated in Table 1 'represent
the total amount of each type of manpower
resource available to the specifierorganizational
unit for alldcation in the fiscal year (or other
period) under consideration. As such, they repre-
sent also the information to be enteredin the first
row -of Formats oripage 26.

2. Describing and Categorizing Programs. Way-
determAed- the amount of each type of man-..

poWer resource available for 'allocation, the next
step is to describeithe array, of purposes to which
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FORMAT 5

Planned Allocation of Manpower Resources to Programs
e

. .
Manpower Resource .

Service-Months
Mailable

Programs

Instruction /Research Professi4nal
Executive/Administrative/Managerial Professional
Specialist /Support Professional

.
iTechncal

fice/Clerical . N.. .C.afts/Trades
Service

ta, .

e

139.0* .

-0-.
.

,.

-0z..

36.0* ,
.

36.0*
-0- - .
-0. , .

'From subtotals, Table 1 entrees in service-rponthi.

these resources could /be put. There undoubtectly
are numerous ways 6f desCribing and categorizing
tke,se purposes. For a variety of reasons, they are
defined in this document in terms of e,current

, version of the NCHEMS Program Classification
Structure (PCS). The PCS is basidally a hierarchical
structure, thus allowing descriPtiOn of those our-
poles to which resources might be allocated at
whatever level of detail is most appropriate.
Further', it is intended to' be an exhaustive list of
pr.ogramsthus,-there should be a way of describ-
ing almost all programs of interest to an insti-
tution. Finally, it should also be used as a means
of categorizing infaration on the allocation and
use of those ,kinds of resources (specifically finan-
cial and facilities resources), thus providing a
means for linking, the manpower budget to, for
example, the finance budget.

The Program Classification Structure identifies
eight major programs as follows:

Instruction
it Research

Public Service
Academic Support
Student Service

. Institutional Support
Independent Operations'

s Student Access
Witbjn each of these main programs, the PCS, pro-
Vida several additional levels of-detail. The general
"strje` tUre of the PCS as described by programs and
their respective subprograns is shown on Page 27.

The definitions -of the main programs Are
, included in ,Appendix C. The NCHEMS Program

Classification Strubture has been revised to extend

its applicability to users throughout postsecondary
education. For a Complete discussion of the revised
NCHEMS Program Classification Structure, refer to-
the document titled Program Classification Struc-
ture (Second Edition), Technical Report' Number
71, 1976.

The format for describing the allocation of
manpower resources that results when the Program
Classification 'Structure is used as the means for
-categorizing programs is'shown on page 28.

at),

3.. filcorditig Allocations of Manpower
Resources to Insautional Programs. InNany bud-
geting process, it is necessary to determine the
resources Liable for allocation and to identify
those programs or purposes' to which these
resources mustbe distribUted. The most significant
aspects of the resource allOcation prdcess, howler
are reflected in the decisions that defermine't
specitcteymounts of each of the various types df
availa resources to be allocated is each programl
The balance of this section Is devoted to desclibing
.the procedures far recording the results of those
decisions.

Again, the proceckires to be described are
patterned largely after the. process itself. In some

.cases the allocations to programs-may be almost
automatic and the procedures for recording these

`allocations are direct and simple. :in other cases,
bOth the allocations and the astociated descriptive
procedure's become much more complex, with the
focut being placed on considetations of the assign-
ment .of specific individuals to specific programs.

441 In the simplest cases,, all the manpower
resources (or all the resources41 a particular kind)

3
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INSTRUCTION

1

C

REVISED
PROGRAM CLASSIFICATION

'STRUCTURE

I'PSE ORGANIZATIONAL ENTI

V Qt,

tl General Academic
Instruct...
Megreorelawd)

12 Professional Career
Insmotion
(Degres-related)

1.3 Vocational/
Technical instruc.
non (Degree-
related)

1.4 Rawlins Repro
tory/Remedial
Infouction

1.5 General StuiRes
(Nondegreel

11 Occupetioniolated
Instruction (Non
degree)

1.7 Sodal Roles/Inter
action Insuuction
iNonagra)

11 Home and Family
Ufe Instruction
(Nondegreel

1.6 Personal (rarest
end Uhure
Instruction
Wonder,

3 t

2.0

RESEARCH

2.1 Institutes and
Reward. Canton

I.2 Inthwival or
hotect Reward.

ti

PUBLIC
SERVICE

3.1 Direct Patient Care
3.2 Health Cori Sup-

portive Services
3.3 Community.

Sermon ,
3.4 Cooperative Exiin

wan Services
3.5 Public &perf-

uming Simms

[ I,
0

SUPPORT

5.0

I STUDENT
SERVICE

4.1 Library Services 5.1 Student Service
4.2 Museums end Adrnentstrapon

Galleries 6.2 Social and Cultural
4.3 Educational Med. Ihvolopmecil

Senates 5.3 Cournefing and
4 4 Acadome Corn Career Guidance .

prong Support 6.4 Student Health/
43 Ancillary Support Medical Services

41 Academe Adm... 5.5 Student AlnuirmY
nation Servals

4.7 Course 00 LS Intercollegiate
Curriculum Athletics

Development
ILO Academic

Perform, Develop-
ment

S

IINSTITUTIONAL
SUPPORT

6.0

1 Executive Manage
mint

62 Financial Manage
mint and Opera
bons

5.3 General Adminis
notice and
Logistical Service

6.4 Ad...Intuitive
Computing Sup
part

5.6 (loosed Plant
Operations

61 Faculty and Soft
Auxiliary Services

67 Public Relations/.
DessloPment

51 Student Records

7.0

INDEPENDENT
OPERATIONS

7.1 independent
Operations/
Institutional

72 Independent
Operations/
External Apercvs

8.0

STUDENT
ACCESS

6.1 Student Recruit
mint and Adonis.
Pons

62 Financial Aid
Administration

11.7 Scholarduos

SA Fellowships
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FORMAT 5

'Manpti4r Reiources Available
for Allocation, by dategary

'Ins ctton/Research
Pro ionals

Exec ive/Administrative/
Mans rial Professiopals

Specialist /Support
Professionals .

Technical ,

ffice/Clericil

Crafts/Trades-

Service . _

Total

INSTITUTIONAL P OGRAMS
irf/ '

1.0 20 3.0

Instruction Re arch Service

139.0

-o-

-0-

36.0'

4.0
Academic

Support

-

Student
Service

I

6.0
Institutional

Support,

' 7.0
independent'
Operations

8.0
Student
Ac ss

Additional detail within the PCiihould bepsed as necessary.

,available to the individual organizatio unit with-
b in the institution are assigned to a single or' gram.'

Referring to the illustratidn summarized in mat
5, if all the technical manpower resources ( .0
service-myths) were to be allocated to a Sin I

program (for example, Research), both the allok
cation decisions and the recording thereof would
be quite simple. Slightly more complex, but still
elatively simple, are those situationsl in which
manpower resources of a particular typeare allo-
cated to more than one program but in which the
allocations arb made 'by allocating all of certain
individuals' time to, selected pnogramt. Again
referting to the previous illustration, if 'cleflcal
resources are to be-allocated to instruction and
research. prograrrns such' that two pi the sipdifi-
duals concerned are allocated to the instruction
program and one individual to the reserc/11 pro-
gram, ',the; allocations are reasonably, eatV 'to
describe. , 5'

Probably most difficult arethose situations in
which both the resources Within a particular cate-
gory and the time of a single individu,al Within-tat
category _are Aided among multiple programs.
This situation is most Ptevalent in (but is riot
limited to) the exempt categories, and particularly
in the Instruction/Research Professionals category.

irbn of re
-In such cases, the cilriscion maker concerned with

has two choiceseithet; the alloce
allocate the resource; on, he basis of some gene-/

.

rally held criterion (% -for instruction, '/4 for
research) or resort -to what amounts to an
individual-by-individual allocatior) process. The
selection of allocation procedur Will be influ-
enced, of course, by the degree to which budget/
personnel/finance data and records are mesbanized
anAinked. Tp/us, if the records can be called upon
easily to display the division oftitaff,timeetween
the instruction. and research bud6ets, for instance,
an incryAdual-by-individual llocation _is, feasible.
Institutional. operations demand that each
dual' be astigned to sPedific duties and programs;
t e only -question is whether these specific assign-

ents become a consideration in the planning and
budgeting process- or are riot considered in detail
until classes meet in the fall;

The following kind of workshee, can. be used
to record individual resource allocation Clecrsionli"
prior to summarization in a format suOl'as that
indicatedsby Format 5.

Such data can be summarized as shown in
Table 3 below by aggregating the data io colUmns
4 and 5 from .Table 2 for each category of man--
power resource.

The data in 41",able3 (or the data in Table 2 in
greater detail) represent a budget of a plan for the
use ofthe manpower resources in a single depart-
ment. In the following section, procedures for
acquiring data- about the actual use oLthese
resources will be described..

,

I
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Table 2.- 14/location of Manpower Resources to'Programs.

Organizationkri.t: Physics Department /
ar

ReSOUr to be Allocated

Resource
Category

Descripti -(1)
Amount"

(2)

Technical resources.in /
Employees Technical Employee

Category 36.0

Office/Clerical Departmental 36.0
Secretaries

Instruction/ J. Brown NV 10.5
..Research

F. Owens 3.0
B. Franklin 12.0

D. Gray 12.0

J Selby 4.5
R. Murphy 12.9

Keller 9.0
Pettit 10.0

g. Morris 12.0

K. Dder 12.0

S. Cole 10.5

Graduate Assistants 31.r

ttofr̀Expressed in service-months. (1

*Level of detail can.be modified aciogling to intended use of data.

rind Covered:

.5

. 29

Allocatidn

Prodram 'Name.
(3)

PCS Code" ..
(4)

Nuclear. Research .

Physics Inst.
Nublear Research

Physics Inst.
Nuclear Research
Physics, Inst.
Physics Inst.
Student Counseling
Physics Inst.
Nuclear Research
Physics Inst.

jiphysics Inst
Phsssics

-Physics Inst.
Physics Inst.
Molecular Research
Research Office
Physics Inst.
MollIcular Research
Physics Inst.
Audiovisual Services
Physics Inst.
Nuclear Research

2.2.19044

t.1.1992
2.2.1904

1.1.1902
2.2.19t14
1.17r902
1%1.1902

5.3,0000
1.1.1902
2.2.1904
1.1:19d2
.1.1.1902
1.1.1902
1,1.1902
141902
2.7.1903'
6.1.0000

4 1.1.1902- -
2.1903

1.1.1902
4.3.000d
1.1.1§92
2.2.14304

Amount"
(5)

36.0

24.0
12.0

9.0
1.5
3.0
6.0
6.0

10.5
1.5
4.5

12.0
9.0

10.0
3.0

C-7-
3.0
6.0

0 9.9.

1 6.0;
4.5

22.5
9.11 '

a

Table 3. Summary: Allocations of Manpower Resources to Programs.

Organizational Unit. Physics Department Period Covered

Manpowet Resources Available
for Allocation,
by Category

.
lnstituttnal`Prog anis. ..

Total
, .

1.0
Instructionon

2.0
Research

3.0
Public
Service

4.0
Academic
Support

5.0
Student
Service

"6.0 -
histitfitiohar

Support '

7.0
Independent
Operations

lb

8.0
Student
Access

Instruction/Research
Professionals

Executive/Administrative/
Managerial Professionals

SPeCiallit/SUPPOrt
Professionals

Technical -
Office/Clerical

Crafts/Trades

Service

139,04-

-0-

0
36.0360

36.0

-0
-0-

104.5

4---

,....."

-
24.0--

18.0
A

_

36.0

12.0--

-

---

,

.
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-
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detail within the PCS should be used ai necessary.
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B. Describing the Utilization of
. Manpower Resources

The discussion in Section A Of this chapter dealt
with the allocation or, budgeting,-of manpower
resoUrces. Because of the focus on a future time
period: . , : ..

the `ca lculation of resource availability
. ,reflects expectation, and

the allocation of resources to programs
represents- an a priori plan for resource

., utilizatio 1

For a variet of reasons an organizational unit
may, not- actua y have available the amount of
resources it, expects to have. Similarly,- the orga-
nizational unit may 4,ndiractually utilize its
resources in the way envismned at the. time the
allocation plan is preparedindividuals may be ill
for extended periodeof time, expected funding for
research may not be forthboming, individuals may
be promoted, and so forth. Some of the variation
'between the planned and actual allocations of
resources_will be -.the result of intervening decisions
made in response to unforeseen' problems or
opportunities. Some_deviation from tile Ian may
result from "poor" planningcertain activities

) may just have required more resour s than
anticipated. Whatever the reason, it n be
expected 'that the actual utilization of -manpower
resources will not be exactly the same as that
envisioned prior to the beginning of the fiscal year.

For planning and management purposes within
an institution of postsecondary education, it is
extremely .valuable to obtain information con-
erning the actual utilization. of manpower
resource, "budget" developed prior to the fiscal
year. Much can be learned from investigating the
differences found between planned and actual. For
example, such comparisons provide some b 'asis for
monitoring organizational adherence to the pursuit
of agreed-upon objectives. To be sure; minimum
deviation between manpower budgets and actual
utilization of manpower, resources does not en .es_

that an institution's objectives are being met. id
r

e

discrepancies, however, do suggest the possibility
of deviation from th0 objectives'itatedat the time
the budget was prepared. If wide discrepancies,
when more thoroughly investigated, reveal no
departure from pursuit 'of stated objectives, a dif-

. .

ferent kind of
%important

information is obtai,ned
.

information that can aid in improving the plan-
hing and budgeting process in the following cycle. .

To obtain the nximuTL dvantage from man-
power data, thereforeAsit is necessary thavidata on
the actual utilization of manpower resources as
well asinformation on the allocation (the pinned
utilizatibn) of these resources be mad available.
ThisJequires (1) that data be availebirigricerliing
the- actual amount of each type of manpower
resource utilized by the organization and (2) that
data be acquired to describe the actual utilization
of these 'resources within the 'various programs.

1. Determining Resources Actually Utilized.
The process for determining actual amounts of
Manpower resources utilized by an institution or
department during a specified (past) period of-time
is directly analogous to the process described in
Section A of this chapter for calculating resources
expectedlo be available for allocation (in a fUture
time period). While a calculation tof expected
resburce./av-ailability i s based 6n estimafes of the
future, the determination of actual amounts- of
resources utilized. den be based on clid 13

in institutional records. Thus, the determination-of '
resources tilized becomes a matter of
and anal ng available data rather than of esti-
matio r projection...

"To deterMine theo actual amount °each type'
of manpOWer resobrce utilized -over 'a period, of'
time, it is necessary to ascertain:

The individuals employed during that period
of tine.

b. The institutional manpower resource categorY,
for each of these individuals.

c. The number of service-monthsfor..each
a. r

Again, the actual procedures 'to be followed in
compiling this information may vary from insti-
tution to "institution, depending largely on the
records available. In some institutions, the payroll
and employment records may be sufficiently com-
plete to yield these date directly, with very little, if
any, additional analysis being required. At other
institutions, obtaining the date may require con -

-
iiderable" additional effort. Ii) almost all cases, how-
ever, it 4s anticipated thatsufficient infbrmation to

`,3 :
1
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identify the individual employed during the both the amounts of manpower resources actually
period of time under consideration and tosindicate utilized and their distribution to the various pro -
the amount of time they were employedxcan be grams within the organizational unit. Thatjs, there .

obtained from payroll records, parsonnel iakords; is the need to acquire information of the kind
or from employee contracts (the latter fort shown in Table 3, with entries reflecting actual,
Instruction/Research Professionals). The assign- e rather than planned; utilization_of the resources.
ment of employees to manpower resource cate-
gories should be available from similar sources. In
the absence of all other sources of information,
department chairmen and heads of other organiza-
tional units can be asked to provide the missing
information. At the most detailed' level, the
requirement is for completion of a format such as
that illustrated in Table 1, with entries in the form
being actual, rather than estimated or expected, detailed enough to provide these data, but such

While the data required to calculate the
resources actually available and utiliiexltypically
are obtainable from institutional records (or are-
otherwise quite readily derivable), information
about the actual distribution of these resources
to programs almost always must be specially pre-
pared. In some institutions, accounting records are

data. ,
.cases are clearly in the minority. To obtain this
information, some form of special data acquisition.RegardlAss of the procedures followed, the

objective should be to determine the actual effort almost always is required. This effort is

amount of each type of manpower resource typically one of two varietiesthe department
head may be asked to describe flow the resourcesutilized the department for the time period
ayailable to him or her were employed, or theunder consideration. Becau.se these data have usesry

,,Individual employees may be asked to report howthat require their comparison with data about
,they used their time. In the first case, the depart-manpower resource 'budgets" for the same period

of time, it isaPpropriate to display actual' data in: meat head might provide information in a

the same format. ' general form like----that suggested by Table 4.
.70

2. Describing the Resources° Utilized by Each
Program A. complete° picture of manpower
resource utilization requires a determination .01

The entries of this kind clearly are estimates
based on the department heads' knowledge of how
individualstsed their time.

FORMAT 5

(Showing ServiceMoliths of Each Type of Manpower Resource Utilized)

Organizational Unit: ' Period Covered: f

Ia

.
0-

s

Manpower Resource Categories
Total Utilized
by Category'

\
PROGRAMS

1.0

Instruction

2.0
' .

ResetrchP

'3.Q
pblic
Service

4.0
Academic

Support

5.0
Student
Service

6.0
Institutional

Support

7.0
Independent
Operations

8.0
Student
-Access

Instruction/Research
Professionals ,

Executive/Administrative/
Managerial Professionals

Speciafist/Support
Professionals

Technical

Office/Clerical

Crafts/Trades

Service i

.

'

,

,

.

-

,s
-

.

.., .

.

.

.

'

.
4

.

.

(...

1

,

-

,

_

,

.

..,

'Entries In seivicOrnonths.

at
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Table a. Utilization of Manpower Resources by Programs.

Organizaticinal Unit: Physics Department . Period Coserecil

Resource
Category

Resources Utilized

Descriptiop
(1)

Amount*
(2)

Program Name:
(3)

PCS Code**
(4),

Amount*
M.,

Technical Employees

Office/CleriCal

Instruction / Research
Professionals

All resources in
Tdchnical Employee
Category

Departmental
Secretaries

J. Brown

Etc.

36.0

36.0

9.0

Nuclear Research

Physics Inst.
Nuclear Research

Physics Inst.

Etc.

2.2.1504

1.1.1902
2.2.1904

1.1.1902

36.0

21.0
15.0

9.0

*Expressed in service-months.
Level of detail can be modified according to intended use of data. -

If individuals are asked to repiirt how -they
used their time, some more forma mechanism
generally is requiVed. Onal poisibility is self-
reporting through use,pf.a soicalled faculty activity

., report..Such report's retiuira that individual faculty
members report the,numbei of hour4 per week (or
percent of time) they devote to different kinds of
,activities' and to different - institutional programs.
these individual reports yield 'data that can be
summarized-in a format such as-that suggested by
Format 6 whiph follows. Procedures and forms for

, conducting fabulty activity analysds have _been
developed by rnany institutions and agencies. One
such set of forms'anci procedures that is parti-
cularly appropriate far acquiring information
about the utilization. 'cif manpower resources. by
institutional. programs has been developed by
NCHEMS and is' described in a publication
entitled Faculty Activity AnalYsli Procedures
Manual.* It should be noted that these more
elaborate procedures for acquirint manpower
resource utilization data pertain mimarily- toy
Instruction/Research Professionals. -While it , is '

necessary to acquire similar information for other
categories of manpower resources, the proce.dures
normally used will be much leis complex.

0 Regardless of the procedures followed for
acqUiring these data, they should be displayed in a-

"Leonard,Romney,"1973.''
,

format similar to Table 3 to facilitate comparison_
of information akout planned and actual resource
utilization. .

`
C. SummarY Infotmation About

Resource Utilization -

'The previoustection dealt with utilization of man-
power' resources from The perspective of the
department chairman or Other institutional admin-
istrator who reqeires detailed informatibn. F.or
many purposes,, particularly for reporting to exter-
nal agencies, ;summary information is required. In
almost all Sack cases, the emphasis is on actual
,utilization of manpower re'sources' rather than on
the assignmept of those resources; any comparisons
of data are relative to utilization in previous titre.
periods. The data pollected are very similar-to
those described in the previous section the pri-
ma difference bein hat they are' ollected from
the institution as -a whole rather :than
within the institution. Because most in

mare t t in 't'on to s

or a unit
tutions .

wide data by aggregating data from individua1
units, this section has been added to suggest ways
of generating summary information for the insti-
tutiontution directly.

'11'here are two general kindstotsunimary,data
about manpower resource utilization that ten to

4* be collected on a more or less regular basis-,First,
there are-very general questions *out the utiliza-r

-
,
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on of all manpower resources avajlable to an
institution. More specifically, data are :-coltected
aboutsamounts of each majo%categot-y.of man-
Power resource available to an institution and the
distribution of those resources to institutional'
programs. Second, more detailed data are collected
about' Instruction/Research Professionals. In this
case, ,questions of distribution af Instruction/
Research Professional .resources to disciplines or
fields of study and toinstitutional programs are
most prevaterit. '/The balance of tills section is

de'Cioted to a presentation of the types of formats
most frequently used in conjunction with develop-
ing summary information -about manpower
resources for reporting to external agencies and to
a brief description of some, of the procedures for
entering data into these formats.

1. Sum Mary Information About- All Manpower
Rksources..: Format 6 below represents one way of
presenting highly summarized information about
the utilization of an institution's man-power !

resources. Even more highly-summarized informa-
tion can ba, achieved by combining information
about TechiVcal, Offibe/Clerical, Crafts and Trades,
and Seyjce-rninpower resources intb`a-s4e figure
representing all nonexempt ymployets.

The procedures for developing-the data to be
entered into this format consist essentially of two
steps; first, the calculation of the amount of man-
power resources of each category utilized (filling
in the first column of the format), and: second,
distributing these totals for each categoryeross

.33

Cltzk

a. Alkemployees of.deinstitution are categoriied
into one and only one) of the manpower
resource catdgories. .

b. Within each category, employees 'are differen-
.tiatPd as being either full -time or part-time
employees,

c. The amount of manpower resource each

category is calculated (measured either in terms N.
of FTEs or, as suggested th the Manual, in
service - months). Most institutions are not yet
in a-bett'figilp to perform this calculation on an
indiNpitttlaINPindividual .,basis. A generally
acceptable probedure calls fol--5-5urzing all
full-time employees in,a given -category repre-
sent a similar amount of manpower resources
(1 FTE, 9 or 12 service-months, tot example) ,

and, likewise for all part-time eitIploypes (.33
or .50 FTE, 3, 4, O 6 service - months). The
particular value selected- depends on insti-

itutional practice.

The process for estimating and reporting the
distribution of each category of manpower
resources across institutional programs typically is
relatively more difficult. Available records are t o
seldom directly supportive of this process. As a
result, rnstitutons generally Must estimate and
piece together data of various-kinds to arrive at an
estimated distribution of, manpower resources to
programs. Since most nonacademic departments
can be linked to a single 'institutional program

-1
(physical plant and purchasing to Program 6.0,
Institutional Support; library to 4.0, Academic,.

institutional programs. The, process for estimating ,., Support; and so forth), it is possible to identify
the Pnount of *sources of each category utilized quite raaaily all departments contributing tO
during a year is verymuch as described inChapter each program, calculate the manplower resources.
3; that is:

P
rtavailable to ;those' departments, and -enter that

FORM4T 6 .
Summary of Manpow.erillhource Utilization by Instiiutiopal PrograM

4*

Manpower Resource Categories

EXecutive/Administrative
Madagerial

Instruction/Reseatch

Specialist/Support

Technical

To
i
Available

tegory

INST TUTIONAL PROpf4AM§,

1.0

Instru,ction

2.0 .

Research

3.0
Public
Service

4Q
Academic

SuPPOtt

5.0
Stud
Servi

6.0
t Institutional'

port

;7.0
Independent

Operations

8.0
StudentAwi

e

st

t

4 t -
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data in the appropriate rows and columns. In
other departments (typically the academic depart -'
ments), the one-to:one relationship between
departments a nOr ograms is _much less likely to
hold. In such cases a means for estimating distri-
bution of manpower resources is required. 10

- thoie irtstitutions. where. faculty activity* analyses
are regularly conducted, the data collected in- that
process provide an excellent basis. In the absence
of 'kph dila, a distributiOn of manpower resources
on baOs of financial expenditure data is com-
mon (if academic department expenditures are 80-
percent for instruction and 20 percent for research,
the manpower resource' utilization is assumed to. -

_be the same).

2. Summary Information about Utilization of
Instruction/Research Professional Resources. In
addition_to summary inf6rmation abObt the utili-
zation of all manpower- resources, there are recur-
ring requests for, additional information about

. utilization of Instruction/Research Professional
_resources. These _requests most commonly tike the
general form of Format 7.

In this case, the process for entering data into
tills format is a three-step process. First, the total
amount of Instruction/Research Professional man-..
power resources utilized is calculated. Second, a
distribution of those resources to disciplines is

artnade. Finally, a distribution of the total fasources
available in disciplines to functions or programs is

_made. Finally, a 'distribution of the total Instruc-
don/Research Profe'ssional resources utilized

.g.

tributiqn of these resources to disciplines is seldom
straightfoewal'a. The preferable procedure Auld
call for the manpower resources available to each
departMent to be calculated with the resources
represented by 'individuals holding multiple
appointments being distributed to more than one
department. In many institutions, this procedure
is not feasible, the optiOnal procedure then being
one based op data derived from payroll systems;
that is, individual-by-individual assignments to
disciplines are made (and promotions calculated)
on the basis of data for *&particular payroll period.

Again, the distribution of 'resources to func-
tions or programs tends' to be the most difficult
step. If faculty activity analysis data are available,.
they are a preferable basis for making this d,is-
tributior. If pot, the distribution can be made on
the basis of either expenditure data .as described
above or on tge basis of estimates of to...nth-
bution provided by department chairmen. iictikof

-these estimating techniques are Common

Summary.. A brief description of proce-
cures that can be used in developing data for
reporting manpower resource information to exter-
nal agencies has been presented in action C of this
chapter. In preparing this section, an attempt'has
been made to recognize the current data ,limita-
tions of most institutions and to suggest certain
estimating procedures that can be used,tO-Ove'r..
come these data deficiencies. It is anticipated` that,
as the concepts included in this Manual become,

duringithe' period are the.same as those describecktmore ;widely accepted. a i 'Used, more data for
In coniotion with- the previous format (in fact; reporting purposes will be va1lable direaty frt, .
thisyrn,ltf colt rin in Formqt 7 should be the information systems and less estimation will e
Salpe isothe surri,-of .,ow 2 in Format 6). The dis- required?"
FORMAT 7' v- .. .

3

Utilization of Instruction /Research Professional ,Resources bibisciplirie and Function (Program),

.
. '

. -. "Functions (Programs)
Discipline -,-

. , NTot fiturces Available ,- Instruction , Research 0; All Other
0100 AgriciAture
o2oa
0300 - ..
0400
etc.

.

.. .'

.
-

.

I
O

,,

.

TOTAL .' -
) .

.'"`i . -

.

.

.

. 9
4 I
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a

Managing the Manpower Resource
',(Describing Assignments andiActivifies)

4

Two previous chapters of this document dealt with
,de*ribing manpower fesources 'available to an
institution and with describing the allocation of

these resources.to institutional.prbgrAms. For pur-
poses of desbribing the general resource picture at

'the institution and 'conveying this picture to exter-
nal audiences; the definitions and display formats
presented in these'Previous chapters probably are
sufficient." For purposes of,institutional or depart-
mental management, the information items sug-
gested in these chapters are fundamental, and nec-
essary, points of departuiL While necessary, these
data items are pot sufficliglt to "pport the plan-
ning and management functions within the insti-'
tution. To: actually allocate manpower- resource
and monitorteir utilization at least enough 'to
ensure efficiency and effectiveness of operation at
the intra-institutional leYel, it is necessary to go
one step, beyond the point previously describedr-
the neivitep beingto identity the specific activ;
ities to.:y1t14ich individuals in the various manpower
resource categories have been assigned.

Bit- following the eroceates described in the
preyious chapters, information is'obtained concern-'
ing the amounts of each category of manpower
resoace allocated to, or 'utilized by, each of the

! '

various institutional programs. For example, it is
possible to describe the amount, of Instruction/
Research Professional manpower used by the
Instruction programs (the en.- try in the shaded area
in the following table).

'At the intra-institutional. level, however, it is
not sufficient to -deal at this level of generality. In
making faculty assignments, the department chair-
man does not assign, Professor X to the Instruction
'program; rather Professor X is assigned to teach a
particular course, to carry out academic program
advising activities, or to develop a new curriculum.
It is at this more specific level that manpower,
resources are allocated within the institution;it is
at this more detailed level that information about
the actual utilization of manpOwer resources must
be Made available if it is to be of use in improving
the resource allocation process within an institu-
tion or a depaqment. Only by understanding, in
some' *detail, _the ways in which manpower
resources actually are beifig used can the depart-
ment chairman or other institutional administrator
make adjustments that will result in improvements
in manpower resource efficiency or effectiveness.
For- example, if it were discovered that all of the
faculty time devtted,,,to the Instruction program

Manpower Resources Available for
Allocation, by Category

INSTITUTIONAL PROGRAMS

Total

1.0

Instruction

2.0

Research ..

3.0
Public
Service

Acad.
Support

5.0 -

Stud.
Service

6.0 .

Inst.
Support

7.0
Indep.
Oper. '

Student
Access

Instruction/Research Profeisionals,

Executive/Admqiistrative/Managerial
Professionals

;61/21140., Specie list/Suppo ,Professionals

Technical,

I :1-...L.s...01.04(tr
coler-Forks

is

`Additional atoll within the PCS.should be utillieddeeessety

.
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was devoted to scheduled teaching activities With
none being devoted to academic advising or curri-
culum development, the department-chairman
should question whether some diversity of instruc-
tional activities ought not to be fostered. Similarly,
if it were discovered that technicians were spending...

significant -portions of their time teaching courses
or advising students, the institutional administrator
should be concerned with th,e way in which these
activities are being conducted.

Again, when recording information about the
allocation and utilization of manpower resources at
this level of detail, the two guidelines mentioned
earlier in this document should be followed. First,
those data on allocations of manpower (planned
Utilization) and those on actual utilization should
be recorde,d in similar formats. Only if the "before"
and "after" data can be compared V't-lTe\differ-
ences identified can these data be of real use in
improving 'the resource allocation process at the
intra-institutional level. Second, the methods and
formats for recording this information should be
designed in such a way that they parallel the
decision-making process as much as possible. This
latter poini-AeS- several important implications. At
this level of detail it is necessary to be concerned
with -ill' three dimensions of the problem-the
amount of each type of mane i resource avail-
able for allocation, the specific ac 'vities to which
each ,i,ndividual .is to be assigned, and the institu-
tional programs to which this activity is intended
to contribute. in 'practice, decision making at the
departmental level proceeds in the general order
suggested above, that is, frOm resource determine-

-:, tion; to activity assignment, to concern with insti-
tutional programs. At this point, it should-be noted
that this'ordaring does not imply that concern with

4
programs is of third-order consequence. In many°
cases there ig a one-to-one correspondence between

' activities to, be performed and the programs to
which 'these activities are intended to contribute.
For example, it usually is quite clear that,when a
faculty member is assigned to teach a course or to
perform curriculum development activities that
these activities are intended to contribute to the
Instruction program. There are cases, however,
where this relationship is not so direct, such as
With clerical employees. In such cases the em-
ployees generally are assigned to activities that are
---

-1

almost synonymous with the resou ce category (in
the case of clerical employees, cl icor activities)
and the major concern then becom s one of identi-

xtying the institutional program to which such-
activities contribute.

One significant difference-in addition to level
of detail-becomes apparent when attention is
focused on "activities" rather' than on resource
amounts andprogram-level distinctions: it is nec-.
essary to treat each manpower resource category
separately since the types of activities performed...t.
by these different grourfs of people are so dif-
ferent. It is not produCtive w consider the fulV
range of possible activities when considering tire`
allocation o lization of individual categories of
manpower ources-for example, the list of
activities to which faculty Members might be
assigned need not include such distinctions as
"typing," "sweeping floors," and so forth.

On the basis of the4revious discussion, it is
possible to suggest apprOpriate procedures and for-
mats for recording detailed information concerning
the allocation and utilization of manpower
resources.

Step .1.' Ascertain the amount of each cate-
gory of manpower resource available. the proce-
dures and formats appropriate for this step are the
same as thoge described in Chapter 3.- Because
assignments to activities typically are made on an
individual-by-individual basis, descriptions of avail-
able manpower resources should be on this, same
basis for departmental Use. The result of the first;
step in this process is an estimate of the manpower
resource, by category, available for allocation by
the department or other organizational unit under
consideratibn. These results can be summarized in
a fdritat such as Table 1, which is repeated on
the neopage. I

Step -2. Assign ma cower resources to activ-
ities. When making assignments of manpower
resources to activities at the departmental level,

,there is no way t6 avoid the necessity of going
thrtrogh each -manpOwer resource category,
dual by, individual, and assigning each person to a

set of specific activities (Professor X assigned W
teach courses Physics 101, Physics, 408, and so
forth) or' to a role that implies a specific set of
activities (Profeisor Y assigned to serve-as Asso-
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Serv.ice-Monthsof Each Type of Mappowef Resource Available.
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Orgarlizational Unit Physics Department
°

Resource_
Category"

(1)

.

Instruction/
Research
Profeuionals

TechowAl

Office/
Clerical

Period Covered
.1

, Name of Individual or
Descriptor of Group df Employees

F.\ (2)
of,

Numbgr of
Individuals

(17.

Appopeirnirident,,

(in months)
- (4).

Workload

(5)'

-., Service-Months

(3)x(4)x(5) =1),,
-...

c.l. Brown (Academic Year)
" " (Summer)
F. Owens

-B. Franklin
D. Gray
J. Selby _.,,'\

.R. IvlurRh? ,
L. Keller

° H. Pettit
NC. Morris

'K. Doer
S. Cole .
If I
Graduate Assistants

SUBTOTAL FOR CAT,EGORY

Research Technicians
Summer Assistants

..)
SUBTOTAL FOR CATEGORY

r
'departmental Secretaries

SUBTOTAL FOR CATEGORY

qab.

/

4

1

V
141,

1

1

1

1

1 4,
1 .
1

1

1

1

0)
7

2
4

.

3

,

'

,

9

'3
6

12
12

9
12
9

10
12
12
9

9

12

1

.12

%.4

-1

%

'

1.00
.50
.50

1.00
1.00

.50
1.00

.1.00
1.00
1.00
t.00
1.00

.50

.50

1.00
1.00'

°

1.od

9.0
1.5
3.0

12.0
.

12.0
4.5

12.0
9.0

10.0
12.0
12.0

9.0
1.5

31.5

139.0

, 24.0
12.0

36.01

.36.0

36.0

4.11i

c

,d

\

Additional distincthAs can be made ere if deemed appropriate. For ex le, it may be appropriate to distOgbish between IGneduate
Assistant"and All Other Faculty" within the instruction/Research Ptofessio category.

,L..

' .

ciate Dean of the GradUate School).. In. short; the = fo ed by Executive /Administrative /Managerial
starting point in the manpower resource alloation ", Pr fessionals that can serve this purpose). For
process at this level of detail is almost inevitably an some manpower resource categories (for example,
individual-by-individual summary of assignments ioIt clerical employees), it is possible that no such sub-
specific activities. While Seldom recorded so` division is appropriate. For Instruction/Research
formally, the result is similar to that shown in the Professionals, however, such a List has ISeen &yet-
iollowing formats. 4', a . : oped and can be used to summarize this informe- 4r

While it is necessary to start this process with tion according to Format310..
4k-- an, individual-by-individual assignment to activities,'

: Until more detailed categories of activities for
there are many reasons for havITTIpa departmerit

the othermanpower resource categories are devised
summary of the assignments of all individuals in t (or When it is decided that no, such subdivision is
e,'-ath manpower resource category. 'And to make : warranted), trke summaries for the other categories
this summary, it is necessary to1:rave a more-or-less would be single line entries, as in. Format 11.standard set i i t'lloplity categoils- to which indivi- -- - -,,,,--- - - '-- - - - /_.

dual assignmerifirCan be related. For, most man-. ,The 'utility of-developing activity categories for
power resOurce,categories-no such list of activity , other manpower.lesource categories is an open
categories has been developed (for example, there iquettion, One: deserving. further discussion and
exists no generic list of activities' typically per- :consideration. ,

a

-#4
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FORMAT 8

Individual Assignment Record

$

Resource Category: (nStruovion/Research Professionals.

TotalServiceMonths Available: 12

Fall Term: Servicelonths for Period 4 9/
Phy 101

Phy 408
Research

Spring Term: Servici-Months for Period 4.5°

Phy 102
Phy 309
Phy 409

Rese'arch

Summer Term: Servi /e- Months for Period

Research

4
Percent

25

25

50

Percent

25

25
25

Percent

100

' 4

Service-Months
1.1

1.1

2.3

Service-Months
1.1,

1.1

1.1

1.2

Service-Months
3.0

FORMAT 9

Individual Assignment Record

Name:

Resource - Category: Office/Clerical

Fiscal Year: Service-Months Available 12

Activities Percent
° Clerical 100

Service-Months
12

,

Step 3. Allocations to institutional programs.
As indicated previously, the- relationship,between
specific activities and the instiuttional programs to
which thy are intended to contribute often is very
direcrin such cases, the determination of alloca-
tion 'of resOitrues to programs it the dtpartmental
levelld'a trivial problem. In other casesthis one-to-
one relationship does not existap*41.1e al
of itianp-oWer resources to insututional programs
becomes an integral part of thgietburce allocation
process (for example, the alq.a.tion of Office/
Clericel maripoWer resoutce:t g-§,eibeybnd ,assign-
ment to specific activities sucltat'..typing, and must
consider also institutional programs, such as typing--

e

.

/ 4

to support the Instruction or Research programs,
and so forth). Whether a natural consequence of
assignment to activities`or whetheran integral part
of the allocation decision, the programmatic cense-
,c(Ciences of manpower resource-allocation decisions,:
are extremely important and should be a specific
consideration during the allocation process. Thus,
Formats_8 and-9 should -be- augmented to reflect .

such considerations. Nt4

In reality, assignments to both activities and
grograms4puld be accomplished simultaneously
fp that in :frActice Foi-mats 12 and 13 would be
used,rather than Formats 8 and 9..

4 5
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FORMAT 10 .

Summary of Instruction/Research Professional Assignments

Organizational Unit:

. Period Covered:

39

Activity*

Scheduled Teaching

Unscheduled Teething

Academic Program Advising

Course and Curriculinn Research and Development

Research, Schorarship, and Creative Work Activities

Student-Oriented Service

Administrative Duties .

Committee Participation
4 Professional Service/Advice Directed Outside the

Institution .

.

Service-Months for Period -

4

st,

11

Total**

*See Faculty Activity Analysis: Procedures Manuel for details and 'definition:
Should agree with the total for the manpOwer resource category shown on Table 1.

NA,
. .

FORMAT 11 °
iimmary of Assignments

Organizational Unit:

Period Covered:

Activity Service-Months forPeriod.
All activity categories

Should agree with the'tdfal for the manpower resoiirce.categoni sh.oWn on.Table

-

The departmental' summary of all the man--
poyyer resource allocation decisions might take the
form shown in Format 44.

It should be noted that-Format 14 contains
basically the same information as Table 3, the only
differerice being the added detail concernin0 the
Allocation of thaAnstructioh/Research Professional
manpoWer resources. The end point has been
arrives:rat in this case_through' a very detailed pro-
cess, the results of which have been aggregated into
edepartment summary. in the pr9vio.us case, the
result was obtained' 15Y calculating the available
resources and. estimating di ribution to programs.

N

e

The above discussion has dealt solely with the
allocatioq, or budgeting, of manpower .resourtes.
Ashas been- noted several times' throughout the
document, such inforMation has its greatest use-
fulness if it can be coupleakvith informationabout
the actual' utilization -of these resources. Such r
Information,can be acquired in two Ways. Fi the
department chairman can, after the fact, esti ate
'die actual utilization of the individual in each of`
the Manpower resource.categd1les. In such Oates,
.again almost necessitates an individual-by-individua
assessment of activities actually' performed;
although for sogne categories a group of employees

r.
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FORMAT 12
IndividuarAssignment Record

Y

ti

Name:

Resource Category: Iristrdction /Research Professionals

To gal ServiceMonths Available:
.

12

. Fall Term: Service-Monthilor Period: 4
-

Assignments Percent Assignment Equivalent Service-Months Contributions to Programs
1.0 2.0 3.0 ..
Inst. Res.

Phys 101 . 25 1 101%
,Phys 408 25 1 10.0% '
Research 50 2 `25% '75%

Spring Term: Service-Itonthfior, Period
Assignments 'cRercent Assignm4'

Phys 102
Phys 309
Phys 409
Research

equivalent Service-Months

8.0

Contributions to Programs

5
25
25
25

1.0
Inst.

2.0,
Res.

3.0

100%
1'00%
100%
50% 50% cr

Summer Term: Service-Months for Period: 4
Assignments Percent Assignment

Research 100%

EquAlent.Service-Months

4

8.0

,
Contributions toWograms,
4.0 ,t2.0 3.0 8.0
Inst. Res.
25% 75%

.

FORMAT 13 ,

Individual As'signment Record

Name:

%Resource Category: Office/

Fiscal Year: ServiceMonthsAvailib

ericaf

12

Activities
Service-
Months

1\.0

Inst? .

2.0
Rgs.

3.0
P.S. ..

4,0 5.0 6.0 7,0 . 8.0

'Clerical
.

1

12 5o.%\ 50%

,
r

,

,
....

.

Ean__6e treated together. Second, ,the employees
themselves can be asked to provide inform 'on
about the way they utilized their time. This ki
of procedure is widely used for facultymembers;
historically, it seldom has been used.forother cate-

gories of ,rnappower resources. Using either
ipproach, the final 'result should be infOrmation of

. ,

the type indicated in Format 14, with the entries
representing actual utilization rather than planned

ili2atiOn. Formats 12 and 13 represent the
eneral form of the information to be acquired for

each individual, which then is summarized into
Format 14.

J. 7



FORMAT, 14 0

Manpower Resource Allocations FY

.Organizational Unit:

'
Resource Categories
And Activities .

dotal
Service-
Months .

PROGRAMS
1.0

Inst.
'

2.0

\ R e s .

\

3.0
Public
Service

4.0
Academic
Support'

5.0
Student
Service

6.0
Inst.
Support

7.0
Indep.
Operation

8.0
Student

' Access

Instruction/Research Professicinals
Scheduled Teaching .
Unscheduled Teaching
Academic Program Advising
Course and Curriculum Research

and Development
Research, Scholarship, and

Creative Work Activities
StudentOriented-Service
Administrative Duties
Committee Participation. ,
Professional Service/Advice

Directed Outside Institution

Executive/Administrative/Madagerial
professionals

All Activities

\,
Specialist/Support Professionals

All Activities - .

.
Technical Employees ..
'All Activities

°

Office/Clerical Employees ° 0

All Activities -
.

Pets/Trades Employee*
AN Activities

Service Employees
' All Activities ... '

*

.
.

I

.

.

'

-

.

r,

.

.

.

.

.

_

..... .

'

.

'

o

-

l.
4
'

,

.11,e1 .--t,

. '
4

,/

.

e

,

.

'

.

-

,

v

,,

,,,

'' '
.

1

..

.

.

,

.

.,

.

..

.

.. ,"
,

o

_

.

t

0

,

.

:

.

t
A

.

°

4

0
4 8
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Institutional Manpower Fiesource.Subaassifications
-

and
Detailed Definitions

e

A more detailed discussion of the seven institutional alassificitions
appropriate to each, are as follows:

1.0 Executive/Administrative/Managerial PrOfessionals

This classification includes employees who exercise primary
responsibility for the management of the institution, or of a
customarily recognized department or subdivision thereof
and who devote no more than 20 percent of their work-

of employees, with subcategories

%1

2.0 Instruction/Research Pcofessionais

Employees in this classification customarily receive assign-
mean focthe purpose of instruction and/oi search, with a
combination of those activities beingt st common
situation. It must be borne in mind/Leith lassifications

Week to Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) nonexempt cleave from the institution's perception of the employee,
work. Assignments may require the performance of work ', but such perceptions are reflected most .accurately in the
directly related to management policies or general business assignments that the institution, gives. Thus, a President or
Operations of theInstitution the perfOrmince,of func- Vice-President of the institution, or the Dean of a College,
Lions in the administration of a rtment or.subdivision even though they may carry also the title if Professor, are

,

...0'
thereof directly related to academic instruction. This cate- not members of the Instruction/Research Professi.0onals

4 gory conventionally will include employees with such` job ,classification unless they. normally spend 50 percent or
titles as presi'dent, controller, ,deanfidirector assistant to mpre of their time in instruction artf research activities.

'Oreiside1/4nt, assistant dean, assisiahi director, coordinator. The'term "faculty" is advisedly not used in a deterfrAing
Jt may4no include ..the heaci,shaknaq,7 other adminis- or definitive sense to describe tha, activity bedause.'that ;

trative assignee within a depoorrt+similar unit unless term has no universal or agreed-upon meaning for staff
uch person is pr arily an acjministrator exercising specific igroup coverage among institutions of pcistseco.ndary educa-

a trative ., .N1 .tiriher activities.,ere secop9d Iion. While the traditional faculty titlef are used in the sub.

ary, It is assumed that a [Tient! in this cateaoryorn ,cetegoiiis because they do make some contribution to..,.:....,

arily and regularly requirethe ilicurnbent to' eseete,i i understanding, they ere_ tised reluctantly. Thisoeluctance

cretion and independent judgmen aiil to clitect th vaik, . gives frob thir kliowledge that these4"erms, too, have lost

of others. - t ' 4- 4 ....---ulkersilitrottaeariing if, indeed, they ever hid it. These
7...44 I ,....et'

/man :
,tille,s,appear aisO in the main body of this Manual; to con

Subcategories of the Executive/A i .,
tribute SO theliefinhions. The. following discussion permits

Professionals cate pr. , t, 0

classitidation of ,undesigna' ted rank staff, rislerchers, visit____ijAs ment at this top level requires reporting then .to,
ingfcholars,-and so forth on'a single scale. '-- the top executive officer or to thegoverning board )pr .0

i7. . - ,

. the operation of a system, or institution, or for a print, ior. Instruction/ResearchAssignment and cOssifi-

cipal phase or portion of the institutional opereation, ,.slacation at this top leael implies a full level an -; pe of

1.2. Assignmen't reqpires'the administration of a academicrd schdlarty ft-Olonsibilitv and experience in

- programs or a major operational unit, normal) ProfelsiOnal field. The,..ipstkut6n expects le

ino to an officer' holding a top executive appointment. .; ship, in sorry, aspects) of acaderZiond scholarly per-
1.3 Assignment requireethe administration of an opera- fozance, such as curriculum development, excellence

Vonal unit or progir, or shares responsibility fora 44 irMaching, development of knowledge and otheecon
major unit with an administrator at a higher level. *-eftibuticitis' to the academic field. ,Most commonly,

1.4 Assignmek requires aditinistrative support, above the assign filt and classification at .this level- me\i be
clerical level, to a manager at a higher level, engages assaciOd with such titles as professor an assciciate_

directly in specific administrative activities within'a ProfeMior... .
I j

unit or subdivisiRn. or , has firstline supervisory 2.2 Junior Instruction/ResearchAssignment and cjassIfi-
...

responsibilities.. ,:- f--' 1. cation at this am level implies profes- iional. responsibj-
4. .'

-. i ` . o

i,t'

17:
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lity and experience at any entry or intermediate level,
with -.a considerable latitude of independence in the
performance of assignments, but with limitations on
the freed* to select and structure thole assignments.

s
Most commonly, assignment and classification at this
level may be associated with such titles as assistant
professor and instructor.

2.3 Graduate StudentAssignment and classification at
this level implies that personnel in this category per-
form with guidance from ,_others exercising primary
responsibility: The category typically, is staffed by
people, with student' status at the eriploying institu-
tion and may be associated with such titles as teaching
associate, teaching assistant, teaching fellow, and so
forth.

3.0 Specialist/Support Professionals

This category has a number of features in common with the
previous two classifications of Executive/Administhtive
Managerial Professionals and Instruction/Research Profess
sionils. Persons in these three categories conventionally
are drawn from the same or similar education, training,
experience and vocational backgrounds. Typically there is
some, intercatedory mobility among these three categories,
and all three (and only these three) are in the Fair Labor
Standards Act exempt category,. It is common for persons
clantfied and assigned in this occuatiOnal category to haTi
secondary or dermanent occupational titles derived ,from
the' Instruction/Research Professionals category, or tb be
lumped With the,,,,Prevfous two classifications in a Add
called "academic." "Thiscatetery.kincludes persons given
assignments requiring knoiMedge of an advanced type in a

field of science or learning, or origirfal and creative work in
an artistic field, and no more than 20 percent of the work-
week devoted to FLSA.t., nonexempt work. This category
includes such employeaS as pathologists, pharmacists;
attorneys librarians, accountants, architects, systems

_analysts, psychologiSts, counselors, and so forth, employed
for the primary purposes of performing or operating in the
areas of academic support, student services, and institu-
tional support, but excluding individuals who have execu-
tive or managerial (supervisory) responsibilities in these
areas.

A useful set of subcategories in the ion be
derived from the educational qualifications conventionally
required at- different levels.

3.1 The advanced tette, assignment and classification would
require that tire' incumbent normally would have.

attained a doctoral degree or equivalent.
, 3.2 The intermediate level assignment and classification

would require that the incumbent normally would have
attained master's degree or equivalent.4

--tat

Cf. 4 5.

A
3.3 The entry level assignment and classification would

require that the incumbent normally would have
attained a bachelor's degree of equAlent.

4,0 TechnicaVmployees

This classification and assignment includes employees who
exercise specialized knowledge and skills of the type that
normally are acquired in postsecondary educational pro-
grams that do not lead to a bachelor's degree but do lead to

-a recognition of completion of a planned and sequential
program. Such technical staff may be computer operators,
val assistants, photographers, draftsmen, position eras

sirilation specialists, airplane pilot* practical nurses,

occupational therapists, ornamental horticulturists, engi-
neering technologists, and so forth. While these skills Poi
mally are acquired in formal postsecondary educational
programs, incumbents may have acquired them through
experience also.

i

Subcategories in this classification ate indicated fir)/ insti
tutional convenience,only. Interinstitutional comparison
and reporting by subdivisions in this clissification does/not
seem warranted, given the present-day state of the at of
classificationMcause manpower markets and character-
istiCs( are predominantly localized. Standard definitioni
may be developed in the future as demand indicates the
need and- as more islearned about this manpower category,
in postsecondary education institutions. For its own our-

, poses the institution may distinguish:
4.1 'Advanced classification and assignments
4.2 Intermediateclassification and assignments
4.3 Entry classification and assignments.-

5.0 OfficeICIerical Employees

This classification includes employees wh'o perform Clerical
and secretarial duties in,offices or other locations in which
one customarily finds clerical staff. This includes secre-
taries, typists, bookkeepers, file- clerks, inventory clerks,
and so forth, and they may be found in offices, warehouses,
motor pools, laboratories, and so forth. Subcategories in
this classification are ihdidated for institutional convenience
only. Interthstitutional comparison and reporting by sub
divisions in this classification does not seem warranted,
given the present-day state of the art of classification,

_because manpower markets and characteristics. are _pre-
dominantly localized. Standard definitions may be devel
,oped in the future as demand indicates the need and as
more is learned about this manpower category, inbpost!
secondary education institutions` For its own purposes the
institution may distinguish:
5.1 Advanced classification and assign
5.2 Intermediate classification and assignments

E.
5.3 Entry classification and assignments.
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6.0 Crafts and Trades Employees
.

This classification includes, employees whe-perform
manuallApskilled activities in a craft 'or trade,- including air
conditioning installers, appliance repair men, ....auto
mechanics, carpenters, electricians, roofers, painters,

, -
plumbers, and so fo . Persons so employed may have

1.4,derived their skills fro de or vocational schools, or may
$1..have served (or be serving) apprenticeships. Interinsti-

tutional comparison and reporting by subdivisions in this
classification does not seem warranted, given the present-
day state pf the art of classification, because manpower
markets and characteristics areopredominantly localized.
This lociliz ton of conditions is particularly reflected in
the regional ariations in trade union activities' nd arrange-

' n3ents. For its own purposes the instity,0 may distinguish.
6.1 Advanced classification and assignments. For some

trades, this may correspond to the trade's own classi-
i.fication as "master."

6.2 Intermediate classification and assignments. This may
correspond to the trade's own classification as "jour-
neyman."

1

.

)1%

6.3 Entry classification and assignments. This may cor-
respond to the trade's own classification as ''appren-,
tice."

7.0 Service Employees

This clasiification includes employees assigned to activities
requiring only a limited amount of previously acquired
skill's and knowledge. It includes such employees as custo-
dians, groundskeepers, security guards, food service

_workers, driVers, messengers, and so forth. It is.true parti-
cularly with respect to this claisification that interinsti-
tutional comparisons or other reporting of anything but
aggregate data from this category does not seem warranted
in this Manual, given the 'state of the art of classification
and the extreme localization of the manpower markets and
cl1Sracteristics. For the institution's own convenience, and
for its own purposes, such as 41alaq.schedules, the insti-
tution may distinguish:

67.1 Adyanced classification and assignments
7.2, Intermediate classification and assignments
7.,3 Entry classification and assignments.

52
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Appendix B

Compensation Survey-Titles

Compensation Survey Titles are job titles surveyed periodi-
cally by the College and University Personnel
the American' Association of University Professor th
National Education, Association, the National Center for
Education Statistics, and a number of other agencies. Titles
typically surveyed by these agencies have been included in
the coding structure as a convenience to the institution. It
should be emphasized, however, that titles are not to be
Considered in classifying employees for manpower
accountings '
These codes will be utilized in the Higher' Education
General Information Survey (HEGIS) conducted by the
National Center for Education Statistics in 1977-78.

Faculty Rank Titles and Codes

The following titles identify the faculty rank title given. an
...employee by an institution. Typically, faculty rank titles

are associated with instructional assignments; however,
other professional assignments frequently carry faculty
rank titles. The code, therefore, allows faculty rank titlfis to
be identified independently of any .manpower resource
category..

Faculty Rank

. 1

2

3

4

MTh

Professor

Associate Professor
Assistant Professor

, Instructor
Lecturer

teaching Associate

'7 ,

8

Administrative Titles and Codes

47

Teaching Assistant

liidesignated Rank

A
The list of administrative titles has evolved over a number
of years of data gathering by the College and University

'Personnel Association,the National Education Association,
and the Higher Education General Information Surveys of
the National Center for Education Statistics

In its first field review edition of this manual in 1972,
NCES fixed a list of administrative officers drawn from the
above sources. No modifications were initroduced between"
1972 and 1976. The HEGIS atninistrative salary tabu-
lations and the administrative officers lists in the higher
education directories used this list and its numeric codes
from 19/2.73 through 1976-77.

In 1976, CUPA revised the list of titles used in their Admin-,
istrative Compensation Survey, including the writing of new
position descriptions. This 1976 CUPA list forms the base
for the, list of 75 administrative titles the ded in this
manual, 59 from the CUPA list, and 16 adds nal titles
for NCES survey purposes.

CUPA regrouped its 59,positions in process of revision and'
assigned them new position numbers. These CUPA position
numbers are shown in the following pages, but the insertion
of the 16 added positions at appropriate points requires use
of a different sequence in this manual. Thus, the revised
list jor pOsition titles displays the future NCES pOsition
numbers,, the 1976.7.7 and 1975.76 CUPA position num-
bers,,and the 1972.1976 HEGIS numbers.

New HEGIS HEGIS
1977 1972.76

Position Number ,Position Number

CUPA °
Position Number
1975.76 1976.77 osition Title and Description-

01

O

fi

01 01

a

Chief Executive Officer (PresiVent/Chancellori, The princi-
pal administrative official res$onsible for the direction of

.all affairs and operations of an institution ofthigher educe=
tion. Usually reports to a govern)ng board. , -

02 Chief Executive Officer Within a System (Pr ent/Chan-
cellar). The principal administrative official responsible for
the'direction of all affairs and operations of a campus,pr an
institution of higher dducatiorrwhich is part of a university-
wide systeni. Report; to 'the Presiderit1Cha4ellor of the

, .

system, ,,,,; .4"
.

A
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New HEWS HEGIS CUPA
1977 1972.76 Position Number

Positiortfiarer Position Number. 197546 1976.77 Position Title and Description

+h.

04

05

06

07

. 03 03 'Executive Vice President. The principal administrative

41111W

02 04 04

64 06 05 0
r .

*

\at. 39 07 06

official responsible for all or most major fancOns and
'operations of an institution of higher education undekhe
direction of the Chief Executive Officer. Acts the Chief.
Executive Officer in the latter's absence.

Assistant to the President. The senior professional staff
assistant to the Chief Executive Officer.

Chief AcadeniiczOfficer; The-senior. administrative official
resppnsiblg for the direction of he.-acaderni9 'progam of
the institution, Functions typically include atedemic plan-
ning, teaching, research, extensions, admissiofis, registrar,
library activities, and coordination of 'interdepartmental
affairs. Reports to the Chief Executive Officer.

Registrar. The administrative official<ith principal respon-
Functions-sibility. for student enrollment' and records:

,typically include undergraduate egistration, scheduling of
classes, examinations and classroom facilities, maintenance
obstudent records and related matters: Usually reRprts to
the Chief Academic Officer.

Director of Admigions. The administrative official,with-

08 , 07

09 47 14 08

10 03 12

principal responsibility for the recruitment, selection and
admission of undergraduates. Participates irisdevelopment
of admislions criteria, and ,coordinates review of and
decisions on applications. Marais° be reponsible for the
admis n of graduate and professional itudents, or -for,
scholarship administration or similar functions. Usually
reports to the Chief Atademit Officer.

Head Librarian. Directs-the activities of all institutional
libraries. Functions typically includeselection and direction
of professional staff, acquisitions, technidal services, audio-
visual services, spe,ier collections, and may include the
infection of a school of library science. Usually reports to
the Chief Academic Officer.. . " 4 ' Ns

-DireciG:-Institutional Research. The administrative staff'
official responsible for the cticiduct of research ali;l2stUdIes .-

... ,-.
On the institution Itseg,... Functions peoformec jar stiper...._--
vised typically include design/6f studies, cyta collection. :,

analysis, reporting, and related staff w,rli in- support of
decision making. -. --$ ,

Chief $usiness ,Offiiii;;The senior administrative official
responiible for the directri?' of business and financial.
affairs. Functions supervised typical include accounting,
purcliasing, 'physical _, jai* and property manageitient,
Persohriel .seryices, food,services and :Suiiiliary enterprises,
and may include computer services, investments, budgets.
and seUrity. Reports tia..,the Chief .Exetutive_,Officor.

. c
1,.. .....



-Nev i HEGIS > HEGIS CUPA
1977 1972.76 Position Number

Position Numbe'r Position Number 1975 -76 1976.77

11

49

Position Title and Description

60 20 10, Controller. Directs accounting: payroll, cashiering audit
and related functions. May also have responsibility for
insurance programs, and office services such as- mail and
telephone:, Usually reports to the Chief Business Officer.

.12
paw., Supervises cashiering, billing,.collection and rerated
accounting functions, 'including those connected-

- student fees and loans, and auxiliary enterpr4ses. May have

,responsibility for investment transactions and records, and
-ban kiieposits and withdrawals. Reports to Controller.

13

14

15'

9

10 12 Direator, Information Sysiem The senior administrative
official who directs the 'development, implementation and
maintenance of administrative' -management information
systims1.- Functions typisly include responsibility for ,
developing sistems -regal rents, systems analysis and
appjjcations,xplanning of services and facilities, and toordi-
natiOn with and advice to ulers.May fillip include responsi-

22 09. ..13

.>

-

t 49 15 14.

bility xfor direction -of the administrative computer center.,

Director, Computer Center. Directs the institution's major
data processing (acilities and services. Functions typically
inclUde computer programming, scheduling,- determination
of hardware and softviiare-requirements, computer-opera-
tions, and staff selectV and supervision! .

Director, Persorfnel- Services. Administers tte, institution's
personnel policies and programs for staff, or faculty and

'staff. Functions typically include staff recruitment and
employment,- wage and salary' administration, benefits,
personnel records and reports, implementation of andcorn-

..
pliance with personnel-related goveTment requirements,
and, 'where applicable, labor relations. Usually reports to
the Chief business Officer.

:16 15 Director, Labor Relation& Administers the institution's
collective bargaining agreements, including negotiatfon,
interpretation and grievance handling. Acts' as the admin-.
istration's representative in contacts with union officials," and advises supervisors on labor relations matted.

50

16 16 ,Affirthative Action/Equal Employment Officer. The
, administrative official responsible for developing,

tering and monitoring institutionwide programs designed
to insure equality of opporeiiity Without regard to race,
color, sex or national origin, and to correct underutilization
of minority rn/irnbers in any employment categoli.

17 17 . Director, Physical Plant. The senior administrative official
responsible for the construction; rehabilitatioh and main-
tenance of physical facilities. Functions: typically include
supervision of new construction and remodeling, grounds

-..)
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New HEGIS HEGIS CUPA
-1977 - 1972.76 Position Number

Position'Number Position Number, 1975.76 1976.77

19
c3

Si

L.

fir

C"

Pc.

Position Title and Desdription

20.

22

-23

e

...f-----....,\

.
p

"............ '
24

...10

25

"7.

I

63

45

59

I

:

42

.

6

. ..
. .

18

1

0

2

13

and building maintenance, power plant operation; may
include campus security, safety and fire prevention. Usually
reports to the Chief BusinesS Officer. .

18 Director of Puri'. lktpervises programs for maintaining
security of perSonnel apd property: Functions include*
development of security plans and procedures, supervision
and training of, campus police, investigation of criminal-
activities on campds, and liaison with local police

autnnrities-

19 Director of Safety. 'Supervisei Programs for accident -"and
occupational disease preventiOn covering students, faculty
and staff. Develops safety regulations and procedures,
investigates accidents, recommends corrective measures,
conducts safety training programs, apd enst(es adherence
to governmentlegulations. 4

20 " Purchasing Agent. Conducts central purchasing operatiOns ,

for piocurement of equipment, materials and services '
required by At institution, Functions typically include pre -
'paration of specifications, selection of vendors, contracting;')
quotations inck.hidding, receiving and stores,iaproval of
invoices and related matters. Usually reports to the Chief,

,-,,4

Business Officet.
'.., ,

, i
. .. .

21 0 Director, Food.Services. Administers all institutional food -
services; whether directly mat and operated or catered. '.
Functions typically include food purchasing, production
and service facilities,,equipmeneand prictices,,,quality con -

trol, and relitad records. ,Usually reports tb the Chief
. Business Officer. '4 ( .

22 Manager, BOO kstore. Directs the. operation of the campus
boOkstore. Functions typically include purchase and sale of

,-

new and used' books, supplies and eqdipment; advertising,
employnient and supervision of sales staff, mainte,nance of
'sales and inventory Tecords,aud related matters, Usually
reports to the Chief Business Officer.

23 1' Chief Budgeting Officer. The senior administrative officer
responsible for the preparation and consolidation of the
institution's,tudget..Develops, budgeting policies and pro-
cedures, prepares related studies and forecasts, kig,
monitors adherence to budget. May also include respodsi-
bility for long-range planning, unless there Is a separate '
planning function.

24 . Contract Administrator. Conducts administrative abtivities
in,.COnneciion with contracts and grants. Collects and'clis-

.' serninates information on possible sources., prepares or
advises on preparation and submission of contract.proposal,
ensures adhererce`ib...-institution's agencies' policie, and

. ,



New HEGIS HEGIS CUPA
1977 ..,.,- 1972.76 Position Number

Position} Number Position Numher 1975.76 1976.77 '

26 07 25 25 Chief.Kitlic Relations Officer. The senior administrative
official responsible for publi6 relations programs. Functions
typically include public, legislative and community rela-
eons and information office functions; may include alumni
relations and publications. Usually reports to the Chief
Executive Officer,

0

51 .

J

Position Title and Description

.,..-

requirements, participates in contract negotiations and
maintains related records and controls.

f

27

- .28

.2

46

40

30

.31

of

26 26 Director, Information Office. Directs the provision of
information ab9ut the institution to students, faculty and
the public. Functions typically include news media rela-
tions, preparatiOn and review of news releases and photo.
graphs, and preparation' and distribution of news letters,
information bulletins, magazines and other publications.
Reportsto the Chief Public Relations Officer. .

Director, Publications. Directs . editing, production. and
distribution of the institution's catalogs, bulletins, 'bro.
chures, reports and other publications. Functions typically
inclu editing and rewriting, design, illustrationsplayout,
and selection of printers.

Director, Alum Relatiorls. Coor inates alumni activities .,
and relationship with the institution. Functions typically

27

0 28

I-
24 29 '

include liaison with and asiistance to alumni organizations,
artangement of reunions and special alumni events and pro-
grams, and supe'Tision of alumni regOrds..

Chief Development Officer. The senior administrative
,official responsible for programs tastibtain financial support "

r,

for the institution. Functions typically -include design,
iniplementationiand coordinationk Of programs fo obtain- , t

ing annual, capital and 'deferred gifts from altimni.founda7
tiohs and other organizations; coordination of volunteer .

fund-raising activities; and related- records and reports. In -
the absence of an organizational, co-equal specifically
assigned to the function, may have responsibility for public
relations, alumni relations and information office activities.

---,-. Reports to the Chief ExeCutive Officer.
-i-

43 _ 11 30 Director, Community Services. Directs or coordinates the '
, conduct- of sp4e1 (ideally non - credit) educational, cul:

tural and recreational services to 'the conimunity. Maw
_,, pr.

include scheduling, program development, and related pi°.
-.-

e motipnai activities. .,
. .

, .

32 . 08 28- 31 Chief. .Student° Life Officer. The senior administrative
` official respontible for: the direction of student life pro-

.et it, grams. Functions typically include student counseling and
testing, student housing, student placement, student union,

I a'
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relationship! with student organizations and related func
tions; may include student hsatth services and financial aid.

.Reports to the Chief Executive Officer.

33 r 09 bean of Men. Directs the student life activities solely con.
cerned with male *students. Functions typically include

t

fraternity relations, male discipline, and related matters.

Dean of-Women. Directs the stucreht activities solely
c,oncernid students. typically
include sorority relations, female discipline, and related
matters..

57 29 32 Directof, Student Union. Directs the operation of a stu
dent union building and related student activities. Func
tionslypically include supervision of food service
activities programniirig, guest rooms, information desk,
recreational facilities and arrangements for special fun.'

N tions or activities. Reports .to the Chief Student Life
,t Office.

30 33 DireClor, Student Placement. Directs the operation of
student placement office to provide job plicement
career counseling services-to undergraduates, graduates and
alumrii. Supervises on campus recruiting activities by pro-

_spective employers, and 'maintenance of related files and
records. May also be responsible for placement of students
on part time jobs within or outside the institution. Usually
reports to the Chief Student' L'

1

31 34 Director, Student Financial Aid. Directs the administration
of all forms of student aid. Functions typically include
assistance in the ,application for loans or scholarships,
administration of private, state or federal Joan programs,
awarding of scholarships and fellowships, student coun.'
seling on financial aid matters, and maintenance of apifto.
priate records. Usually reports to the Chief Student Life
Officer.

52 32 35- Director, Student Counseling. Directs non-academic coun
seling and testing services for students, including referral to
outside counseling facilities. Usdally reports to the Chief

--Student Life Offiger. -/
Religious Counsellor. Directs the, student life' activities
solely concerned With religious prktices, observances and
organizations.

'55 21 6 Director, Student Housing. Directs all regidence hall. opeia-
tions for student including room assignmeMspresidential
life programs 'and activitiet, and enforcement of residerte
rules and regulations. May also admihister offcampus

4
5 8

4

4
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'housing programs. Usually reports to the Chief Student Life
Officer;

41 41 33 37 Director Athletics. Directs intramural and intercollegiate
athletic programs:Functions typically 'include scheduling
and contracting for athletic events, employment and direc;
tion of athletic coaches, recruitment of -student athletes,
publicity, ticket sales, and equipment and facilities main-

_tenance._ _ _
42 6.... -- -..-. Head Basketball Coach. Coaches the intercollegiate' basket-

ball program. Generally-responsible for recruiting, coaching,
and training athletes, supervision of assistant coaches,
supervision of athletic residence and conditioning facilities,
and similar functions.

43
. 62 ,L Head Football Coach. Coaches the intercollegiate football

.
program. Generally responsible for 'recruiting, coaching, and
training athletes, supervision of assistant coaches, super-
vision of athletic residence and conditioning facilities, and

* sgnilar functions. f-.

.., .

,.,
44 '27 i38 - director, Medical Services. The seniar.--administretive

official with responsibility for administration of the iristi-
.e

1r tutibn's health programs for students, facbity and staff;? ,
infirmaries and clinics; and affiliated health-care activities:

45 05 05 39 Chief Planning Officer. The senior administratiiit official
responsible for the direction of long-range planning and the
allocation of the institution's resources. Functions typically '

include translation of the institution's goals into specific
plans, facilities planning, budget planning, related research
and feqbility studies, and may also include responsibility
for current planning and budgeting, as well as state and
federal relations. Reports to Chief Executive Officer.

46 65 23 40 Staff Legal Counsel. The principal salayiid staff person
responsible for advising the institution on its legal rights,
obligations or privileges and on legal or legislative develop-
ments. May participate in litigation, and in legal aspects of
union relations, contract negotiations and acquisition and
other government agencies, or serve as principal contact

Nir with other legal counsel, (Do not report unless on insti-
tution's payroll.)

Dean or Director. Serves as the principal administrator fof

47

1.. 48

49

50

A

11 35 4.1

12 34 42

13 36 43

14 37 44

the institutional program indicated:

Agriculture

Architecture

Arts & Sciences
.40.-

Business

59
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.
51 15 Contlhuing Education

52 16 , 38 45 . Dentistry

53 17 39 46 Education

54 18 - 40 47 Engineering

55 :,, 19 -- _ Evening Divisio.

56 20 41 4$ Extension

57

58

59

60

61

64

, 65
66

67

68

-69

70

71

72

73

'74

75

21 42 49 Fine Arts

22 ;43 50 Graduate Programs

23 44 51 Home Economics

24 Journalism -

25 45 52 Law
t

26 . Library Science
,

27 46 53 , Medicine . ,

2i, '47 54 Music

24 Natural Resources

Nursing *-30~:4 48 554.

3't-,
.;

49 56 Pharmacy
or-

..)--, , v a

3Z'': Physical Eduoation
.,

33 A Public Health*

34 50 57 Social Work

35 Special Session

36: :51 58 Tedhnology
-

' Theology

37 ' Veterinary M dicine

38 52 59 Vocation ducation

60'
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1.0-Instruction Program ..

7

Appendix C

NCHEMS Program Classification Structure

The suliprojiams within the Research program are:
2.1 Institutes and Research Centers

ome measure of 2.2 IndividUal or Project Research

up of learners. Yr
3.0-Public Service Program

The Public Service program, includes!. those program
elements 'that are established to 'make available to the
public the various unique resources and cap!1ities of the
institution for the specific purpose of responding to a
community need or solving a community "problem.
Included in this program are the provision of institutional
facilities as well as those services of the faculty and staff
that are made available outside the context of the insti-
/titian's regelar_instruction and researclprograms.

The Instruction program includes thos activities carried
4 out for the express purpose of eliciting

"educational change" in a learner or g
"Educational change" is defined to inclu (1) the acqUi-
sition or improved understanding of som portion of a
body of knowledge; (2) the adoption of ne or-different

-ardiudesTanrH3)-the at.quibitiOri arincreekr mas ery of a
skill or set of skills. The activities that may be carried out
to elicit these educational bhanges include both "teaching",
activities and "facilitating" activities (which are more
commonly associated with the design 'and.Nir)encf of 'a
learning experience rather than with tea9hiri .something
'to a learned_ The facilitating role can be:distinguished
from that '6f academic advising in that while facilitating is
an integral part of the -design and conduct cif the instruc-
tional program, academic advising is generally carried out in
support of the'instructional program (for example, clarify.
ing requirenients, describing alternatives), The Instruction
progom includes both credit and noncredit instructional

.offerings.
,/

subprograms within the Instruction program are:
General,Academic lgtruction (Degree-Related)
Professional Career Instruction (Degr- Related)
Vocitional/Technicalinstruction (Degree-Related)
Requisite Preparatory/Remedial Instruction
General Studies (No.ndegree)

Ocuipation-Related Instruction (Nondegree)
Social Roles/Interaction Instrution (Nondegree)
Home and Family, Life Instruction (Nondegree)
Personal Interest and Leisure Instruction (Nondegree)

2.0-Research Program1/4"---

The Research program includes. those activities intended to
produce one or more research outcomes including new
knowledge, the'reorganization of knowledge, and the appli-
cation of knowledge. It includes both those activities
carried out withlristitutional fundiand those' carried out
under the terms of agreement with agencies externalto-the
institution. Research activities may be conducted by any
number of organizational entities including research divi-
sions, bureaus, institutes, and experimental' stations.
Instructional activities such as workshops, short courses,
and training grants should not be classified within the
Research . program but should .be classified as - part of
Instruction unless they satisfy the specific criteria outlihed
for inclusion within thePublic Service program.

55

The subprograms within the Public
3.1 Direct Patient Care
3.2 Health Care Supportive Services
3.3 Community Services
3.4 Cooperative Extension Services
3.5 Public Broadcasting Services

#

4,0-Academic Support Program

The Academic Support program includes those activities
that are carried out In directSupport of qne or more of the
three primary programs (Instruction` Research, Public
Service). `l-he activities that should be classified in this pro-
gram include (1)activities,related to die .preservationx
maintenance, and display of both the stock of knowledge
and educational materials (for example, library,. services
and_ museums), (2) activities that directly contribute to-the
way in which instruction is delivered or research is con-
ducted (for example, educational media servik:Wacademic
computing support, ncillary' support), (3) those activities
directly related to th administration of academic pro-
grams, and (4) those activi 'es related to the- professiOnal
development of academic personnel.

The subprograms within the Academic Support program are:
4.1 'Library Services
4.2 Museums and Galleries_

4.3'Edyeational Media Se ices

4.4 Academic Comp g Support
4.5 Ancillery ;up rt
4.6 ACaderni dministration
4.7 Cours and Curriculum Development
4.8 demic Personnel Development -

Service program are:

4-

-61
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5.0Student Service Pr Ogram

The Student Servicbt piagram includes those activities
carried out with the objective of contributing to the
emotional and physical well-being of the stuctgrits as well as
to_their intellectual, cultural, and social development out-
side the context of the institutionl formal instrpction
gram. The Student Service program attempts to achieve this

'objective by (1) expanding the dimensions of the student's
educational and social development by providing cultural,
social, and athletic experiences, (2) providing those services
and conveniences needed by students as members of an
on-campus, resident student body, and (3) assisting stu-
dents in dealing with personal problems and re a ions cps
as well as in their transition from studeAt to member of the
labor force.

The subprograms within the Student Service program are:
5.1 Student Service Administration
6.2 Social and Cyltural Development
5.3 .Counselinernd Career Guidance
5.4 Student Health/Medical Services
5.5 Student Auxiliary Services
5.6 Intercollegiate Athletics

1.0Iniiitutional Sup rt Program

6.6 Faculty.apd Staff Auxiliary Services
6.7 Public Relations/Development
6.8 Student Records

7.0 Independent Operations Program

The Independent Operations program allows classification
of those program elements that are independent of, or
unrelated to, the primer"), missions of the institution. The
Independent Operations progran, includes those operations
that are owned or controlled by the institution as invest-
ments, but only if they are, financed as part of the insti-
tution's current operations. Operations that represent
investments of the institution's endowment funds should
be accounted for in the Endowment Fund Group and
therefore should not be classified in the.PC hich is used
to classify only current operations and accounts).

The subprograms within the Independent Qperatioris pro-

The Institutional S pport program gnsists of those activ-
ities carried out to provide for both the day-to-day func-
tioning and the long-range viability of the institon as an
operating organization. The overall objective of the Insti-
tutional Support program is to provide for the institution's
organizational effectiveness and continuity. It does this by
(1) providing for planning and executive direction, (2) pro-
viding for administrative and logistical services, (3) n-

taining the quality of the physical environment, (4) en nc-

ing relationships with ,the institution's constituencie , and
(5) providing services and conveniences for the employees
of the institution.

The subprograms within- the Institutional Support program ,--,

ram are: Ni.,...

7.1 Independent Operations/InstilUtional
7.2 Independent Operations/External Agencies

8:0Student Access Program
.

The Student Acdess program includes those activities
carried out with,the obiective of obtaining a student body. .
having those characteristics the institution desires (such as
academic qualificatioen's and capabilities, sofclo-economic
status, racial/ethnic background, athletic abilities). Included
in this program are those activities carried- out (1) to-
identify prospective students, (2) to promote attendance at
the institution, (3) to provide incentives related to the
decision, of prospective students to attend the institution
(including financtal assistance); and (4) to process the

i'+
admissions applications of potential students. It does not
include promotional activities designed to create a favorable
image of the institution with the general public (those
activities should 'be classified in subprogram 6.7, Public
Relations/Development), but it does include thoge activ-
ities specifically intended to influence the attendance
decisions of prospective' *udents (for example, partici-
pation in high school "college fairs").

.r` .

The subprograms within the-Student Access program are:
8.1 Student Recruitment and Admissions

cm!8.2 Firian : Aid Administration
8.3 Scholars ips

re:
6.1

6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5

Executive Management
Financial Management and Operations
General Administration and Logistics Services
Administrative Coniputing Suppqrt.
Physical Plant Gl ations

,f

_.8.4 Fellowships

4.

6Z
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Appendix E

Commentary
. .
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A. The Concept of Service-Months hiders and results in data that are greater utility to a variety
of users.Throughout, the manual, there is a focus on manpower as a

resource needed and utilized by institutions to achieve their
programmatic objectives, and on the importance an alternative to the concept of FTEs (and the surrogateanCe of wise"-
management of that resource. A consequence of this pe concept of servicemonths) some have proposed that ther -

measure of manprer resources be expressed in ,terms ofspective is the requirement that some adequate way to
measure manpoWer resources be available. 'Historically, full-time employment for an "academic_year in_short,_ _

"full-time equi9ents" (FTE) has been tne most common that the basic time period be for the undefined period otan
measure of ma ower resources. (Where an FTE is defined academic year

Some experts in academic ailrninistration make the point,
that the instruction/research staff member is commonly, in
many institutions,. employed for a period known as the
"academic year." While the academic,year differs in precise
length frr institution tq institution, there is an accepted
and conventional conceptualization of the academic y.eas-as

being a calendar period going from the fall of the year to
the late spring of the following year, during which time an
enrolled student completes one year of a four-year pro-
gram. It is often stated as a 9.10 month period. However,
there are academic years as short as$ months and there are
academic years as long as 1014 months. In rebuttal, it is
argued that- an instruction/research' staff member who is ,

employed' for the academic year is empfoy41 to apply a
to the user: certain amount of work effort, primarily cerebral, capable

of being performed at times and places haying no n13cessaryFTE = Service-months/Service-months per FTE rejationship to the' locus of wdrk bf any standard work

as the resource equivalent of line individual working full-
time for a particular period of time.) For many categories
of employee, this measure is quite appropriate since com--
mon,practice holds that the "particular period of time" is
'twelve months. There are other categories of staff, parti-

a cularly the instruction/research staff, forwhich the period
of time \varies widely from institution to institution. At
some institutions, the time- period involved is 11 or 12
months; at others the period may be as short as 8 months.
It has not teen possible, over a period of many years, to
o taisn agreement on the length of this basic time period.
N single value suits all users. The use of the service-month
con pt is an attemrt to avoid that issue by focusing only
on the numerator of the following calculation and leaving
the selection of -the appropriate value of the denominator

The . concept, of service-months is consiSt with the
widely accepted concept of FTE while avoiding the prob-
lems associated with the common agreement about the
value of the denominator in the FTE calculation. It should
be noted that this problem is directly analogous to the
problem associated with calculating numbers of FTE
graduate students. For the most part there is agreement on
the form of the calculation, that is:

FTE Grad Students =Grad. Student Credit Hours (SCH)
SCH per FiE gradpate student.

While the form of the calculation is quite readily agreed to,
. the numerical value assigned to the denominator is not. In

practice, the values assigned by different users vary from=
18 tb 30. In the absence of agreement on this value, users
have twochoices; they can establish a conventional value-

* and ask that all prOviding the data use that value or they
can collect data pertaining 'only to the numerator and per-

. form the calculation of FTE ex post facto using the value
most appropriate to the user's needs. It is tlebrnitted that
the latter approach is both n'Ibre acceptable to data pro-

period. It is thereby contended that whatever may be the
calendar length of She academic year, the amount of input
and effort that the instructiod/reth staff member
applies'to his full-time assignment duringthis academic year
is equal. Therefore, goes the argument, this is a more
precise measure of the staff resource input into instruction/
research than mould be a service-month, Since the amount
of time and effort that a staff member Would apply during

yen service-month would vary. -In addition, the
argument runs, to measure in terms of months would result
in false differences. It is contended that the instruction/
research staff member who works for an 8 -month academic
year is contributing as much of himself and is applying as

much effort, and is a resource inpueto the Institutional
program, equal to that of. the instruction/research staff
member who putt in a 10- month academic year.

Since this thesis is put forWard.by persons of prestige,
standing, and experienced knowledge In higher eduCatiori,
it must be influential, and it must be considered.

The authors of this manual did not accept this position, as.,
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is obvious from a reading of the volume. There were a num
ber of reasons for this, which reasons, at a minimum,
persuaded them that the academic 'ear was not a fixed
and consistent quantity. 3."-

T h e most persuasive piece of evidence To the effect that
this concept of the-academic year is not consistent as
among institutions, is the practices of the-institutionsithem-
selves. At many institutions, an instruction/research staff
member can work for the academic year. and then is per-
mitted to engage a_p_additional 3 months of work for
pay from the institution, and in addition, may still have a
one month vacation period. In other words, the institution
is stating, in the clearest possible wali, that the academic
year is two thirds of the calendar year. Still other insti
tutions permit as little as one-month of paid employment
in addition to a contract and assignment for the academic
year In such cask, it is obvious that the academic year is
something considerably more than two-thirds of the

calendar year, although the varying vacation practices make
it difficult to say precisely what fraction of the calendar
year this is.

research staff member who had a contract for the academic
IreaiTbile can readily grant that in many cases, this selec-
tion would' have some elements of arbitrariness. On the
other hand, ex0erience in the operation o.any institution
should permit a judgement and selection .of that date on
which the instruction/research staff member is required to
be availablefoe'clutY. It does not matter that he may have
started advance of this date to prepare himself for the
comingacademic year. All responsible -professionals'
undertake preparation for their job in advance for the hut,.
day of duty. Similarly, the institution can set a dater, such
as-the June commencement date,, perhaps, On which, con-

-ventionally, the instruction/research staff member on an
academic year appointment is free of assignment.

It is recognized that many institutions may wish to estab-
lish a convention within their institution as to the instruc-
tion/research staff member status during the various vaca-
tion periods. At most institutions, the instruction/research
taff member is on duty and 'paid during these periods.

e assumption in such cases is that he is working on
research, or studying, or grading examinations, or reading
theses, or whatever.

An additional piece of evidence, also provided by the insti-
tutions, is that at some institutions a full -time student who
attends fo-r the lip period of time during which an instruc
tion /research stag! nember is employed fdr the academic
year, can complete varying amounts of his degree pro-
gram. For instance, at some institutions, the student who
attends for the full period of the employment academic
year, can actually complete two and one-half semesters:
Those, institutions are saying that their academic year repre-
sents twenty-five percent more than the academic year of
the twosemester institutions. Again, while it is not pos-
sible to equate exactly the differing con,tributions of
instruction/research staff member time and effort into
these academic years, it does seem reasonable to conclude
that they are different.

r
These two variations in institutionaloraCtices convinced the
authotrthat the academic year was not the fixed and con-
sistent measure diet it is believed to be in some quarters.

- As the work on this manual progressed, the authors were
able to articulate for themselves an understanding that all
designers of new systems of records must, at least uncon-
sciously, have. This is the realization that no system of
record-keeping that is intended to improve on a present
system can be adopted by any user without any possibility

--- of modification of some current practices on the part of the
user., In this case of the service-month, to, take a very
obvious example, it would be necessary for an institution to
decide on the beginning date of service for an instruction/

It is additionally recognized ,that institutions do not, nec-
essarily, make the duty period coincident with the, pay
period. This is not a major problem. There are some insti-
tutions that employ an instruction/research staff member
for the academic year, but give him his salary in twelve
equal monthly ,installments stretching over the fiscal year.
Others pay the salary in 9, or 10, or 11 payments. This
matters not at all, and should not influence the establish-
ment of the conventional beginning and end of the
academic year. By the same token, the institutions may
establish conventions as to whethep or not the instruc -
tion / research staff member is on duty during the vacation
periods and this convention may also be unrelated as to -

whether or not there is a full month's pay for the period
during which the vacation occurs. .

Thus, after a great deal of interaction With the educational
community, the authors that no superior alternative
to the measure of service-m the has yet been offered, and
it has been retained.

B. Instruction/Research Staff mendature

This manual, for reasons that
authors, deliberately avoids the use o
nology in categorizing and defining the I
staff. The most noticeable omission, of
term "faculty." In addition, while' the sta
sorial ranks are retained for purposes of salary
are referred to in discussion and definitions, th

ere persu
uch f

sive . to the
'niiliar termi-
mo /research

urse, is Of, the
and profes

ports, and
are not
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retained for purposes of tabulating staff by function. Other
familiar' terms, such as "academic" and "teaching staff,"
are also not used in this manual. The reason for deciding
not to use these terms is simply that they_paye acquired
variety of definitrbns and inclusions at different ins
tions It is no loriger possible to write a single defol ir for
any of these terms that wond be accepted. Ther ore, the
authors deemed it wise to use terms that not yet
acquired any such hard, fixed, and inconsistent, efmitions.
This, as may be imagined, is met, minimallrwl h-unease,

',

tr.

and maximally with great concern and criticism.

,
n.

-
non. Therefore, #le authors assume that every institution
will retain it's own definition of faculty and will continue
to use that term in a manner that is appropriate to the pur-

for purposes:of develop-
exchange of date, this
of terms ancimeasures.

poses, of that institution. However,
irig normative data and for the
manual contains an alternative set

The same kind of problerps faced
considered the matter of the facult

The critics of the early drafts of the manual made the oint
that the institutions of higher education are comfortable
with, and accustomed to, certain kinds of terminology that
have beenft1 use over the long history of higher education.
This is very true. They point out that a systeo of records
and statistics is more likely to meet with--cceptance if it
makes use of familiar terminolOgy that permits the insti-
tutions continuity of policies and management practices
Over` tune and is leOdisruptive of their time series and the!r
internal relgtionships This is also true, but these legitimate
and appropriate concerns,do not out-weigh the counter-
vailing considerations.

One of the important Concerns of the authors s they
developed this manual, was that there is no co tent rule
for inclusion in the group called "faculty" at instltutionsof
higher education. There are some institutions in which the
research staff is rOulinely included in the faculty, there are
other institutionsin Which the tesearch staff has a different
grouping and they are not faculty. Therevre institutions in
which the total ptofessional stet in the library is included
in the faculty, in still other institutions theadministrators
are part of the faculty. These practices are appropriate vi
the institutions in., which they obtain. However, aggrega-
tions of data from these faculty" groups are not come
parable. They are not exchangeable. They are not infor-
mative to those who would use the data for policy deci-
sions and planning outside the institution,

Current trends in the management of higher education.data
are toward the development of uniform and consistent
categorisroi data, consistently defined in a manner that is
universally acceptable, so that aggregatwof data from inSti-
tytiOns may be exchanged without extended descriptions of
groups and subiroups contained within the termmolOgy./
It would be neither appropriate nor feasible to attempt a
redefinition of the term "faculty" and to have any pos-
sibility of acceptance at any institution except the insti-
tution that was already employing precisely, that defini-.

6.7

the authors when they
y ranks. It is argued that

the classification of full, associate
and instructor still have relevancy

KJ..assist!? t _ps,ofeAsoy

on campus, pare used by
the American Association of Unittersity Professors for
salary analysis, are used by institutions both for internal
analysis as to the status of their faculties, and are used in
the projection of future manpower management problems.
The authors were forced to concede that salarylUrveyrat
least' in the foreseeable future, will use the professorial
titles. However, they also recognize that these titles have
become decreasingly drecise. The principal change thathas
taken place is that there was a time when the total
"faculty," those people who taught courses and usually
already had 'a doctoral degree, were divrded into the
groups ranging from- full professor to instructor.
situation 'still prevails in many institutions, and part
tarty in the jirofessional schools. On the other-hand, there
are a large number of institutions that now divide that very
same group into only the three professorial ranks, reserving
the instructor ranks for persons who pre still working to
attain their full status as scholars. Thies means that in some
institutions the range of "faculty" salary is from the
bottom of the assistant professor /to the top of the full
professor, at another institution, that very same range is
spread over the four ranks from the bottom of the instruc-
tor.to the top of thelull professor It is quite possible that
the two institutions would have the same number of
faculty; and indeed, would be'paying'the same salaries. In
the one case, by the inclusion of the predoctoral groups in
the instructor class, the overall mean salary would seem
lower. Institutions feel so strongly about the Oreservation
of these ranks That _the authors have attemQ,ted nothing
with respect to 'making these salary comparisons more
meaningful. However, when staff input data are.used4 for
the development of resource input measures, then it is no
longer desirable, indeed it is erroneous, to use those rank
designations. Therefore, given that a syslem of records for
manpower budgeting and accounenis for the purpose of
better management through improved categorizatii of
staff, it was decided to use some new'and more precise
designatioris that could be utilized in addition to the
traebtf,bn' al ones. I

An additional problem in this area is that there are an
increasing number of institutions that use only a single rank

(
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`-for the instructional staff. For these institutionstttie
customary professor- through- instructor range tis uselts.

.d'HowevA if, we classify the instructional staferili' terits of
degrees of responsibility and senicirity that the staff
members are assigned, these institutions can classify their

X

__________

o

4

, .

staff iti a manner that is comparable with institutions that
do use ranks.

For all. of`the above reasoN, the authors ve not modified
the drat document in raltronse to the comments. 44'
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Glossary
-,

Academic Discipline. See Discipline.
Academic Year. The institutionally defined consecutive

period of time wised as a reference for record keeping
related to student programs, faculty participation and
employment, student attendance, and other matters
related to academic affairs:

An academic year may be equivalent to a fiscal year
or 'mac/Include_ only a subset of the sessions during
which course work is offered. Typically an academic
ye& is equated to twosemesters, three quarters, tVio
pimestets,or the period Of time covered by the 4-1.4

plan, as described below:

(1) Quarter: The quarter_ calendar consists of three
qUarters withtahout twelve weeks for each quarter of
instruction. There may be an addition& quarter in the
summer.

(2) Semester: The semester calendar consists of two
semesters during the typical academic year Witt; about
sixteen weeks for each temester of instruction. There
may be an additional summer session.
(3) Trimester: The t imester calendar is composed of
three terms witf fifteen weeks for each term of
instruction.:
(4)".4-1-4: The 4.1-4 calendar is composed' of four
courses taken for four months, one course taken for
one month, and fOur courses taken for four months.
There may be an additional summer 'session.
(5) Other (Specify): Describe predominant calendar,
systems that are not defined by any of theabove
terms.

Adjunct Appointments. Appointments to faculty or
staff who serve in a temporary or auxiliary capacity.

Administrative Professionals. See Executive/
Administrative/Managerial Professionals.

American Indian or Alaskan Native: See Race/
Ethnic Identification.

.Asian or Pacific Islander. See-Race/Ethnic Identi-
,

fication.

Associate,Degree. See Highest DegretEerned.
Bachelor's Degree. See Highest Degree Earned.

--Black (not, of Hispanic. origin). °See Race/Ettinic
Identification. .

4-1-4 Calendar Systeth. See. explanation under
Academic Year. .

Certificates. See Highest peiree..Earned.
-- Clerical Eiployees. 'See Office/Clericaltmiloyees.

Clefts/Trades EWplOyeeSiIndividuals employed for
die primary pUrpose of performing (manually) skilled

activities'in a craft or trade. Includes employees such as
carpenters, plumbers, and electricians. Includes only
nonexempt employees. See Appendix A of this docu -

rnent. .
Degrees: see Highest Degree Earned.

Departmerg. The basic organizational unit of a college
'+ or univiTsiist," Includes' both academic and administra-

tive organizational units:.

Diplomas. ,See Highest Degree Earned.

Discipline. Generally, a branch of knoviledge or teaching.
_DiscOline partially denotes activity centers that pro-
duce instruction, organized research, or public ser

N vice outcomes. In some cases, "discipline" may be
synonymous with "departplent."

Disciplines are 'categorized according to the standard
taxonomy of fields of study Used in the Higher Educa-
tion' General Information Survey (HEGIS) published
by the National Center for Education Statistics Under
the title. A TaXonomy of Instructional Programs in
Higher Education (Huff, and Chandler, 1070). NOTE:
A new taxonomy is currently in preparation and can be
expected to replace the currently used taxppomy in
the future. 4

Doctoral Degree. See Highest Degree ,Earned.
Employee. Any individual being compensated by the

institution for services rendered. Included ale indivi:
duals who donate their services, if the services per
formed are a normal part of the institution's programs -
or supporting -services and would 'otherwise be per-,..
formed by compensated personnel. Specifically
excluded are employees of firms providing services to
the institution on a contract bksi

Executiv(gAdministrativi/Managen rofessionals.
Exempt employees employed for the prim urposes
of managingthe institution or a customarikrec 'zed :
department or subdivision thereof. By-convention t
category includes deans but most commonly, although
notalways, viillexcjude chairmen of academic depart-
rwnts (wtiO usually are classified as' -Instruction/
Research Professionals). Inclusion in this category
requires the Individual to haVe supervisory responsi
bilities. See Appendix' A of this document. -

Exempt Employe/. An employee whose conditions of
employment and compensation are not, atibject to the
provisjon of the Fair Labor Standards Act as amended.
Exempt employees are not eligible for overtime pay.
ment, According ,tb Section 13 of the ;act, an exempt
employee is, "any employee employed in a bonafide
executive, administrative, or professiOnal capacity:':."
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Faculty. Those individuals employed at an institution to
Perform. both instruction and research activities.
Because this designation'is frequently applied also to
institutional staff who do not have instruction or
research functions, fhe term is not useful in manpower
accounting.

Faculty Activity Report. Report submitted by
dual faculty members indicating the number of hours

'- per week (or percent of time) they deCiote tp different
kinds of activities, and to different institutional pro.
grams.

First Professional Degree. See Highest Degre
Earned. .

Fiscal Year. The . VIstitutionally defined consecutive
twelve-month pgiod for which financial transactions

'c'fbr a summary.are available.

Full-Time Equiv9tent (FTE). The equivalent of one
person who is 'deemed to be carrying a full load or hav-
ing a full-time appointment in accordance with an

Nstitutionally agreed upon convection for converting
numbers of specifip.individuals (students or employees)
to an equivalent number of full-time persons.

Full- Time'Personnel. Those individuals available for
full-time assignment, at least for the period ,being
reviewed or analyzed or those who are designated aS
"full-time" in an official contract, appointment, 'or
agreement. Normally, those 5mployees who work
approximately 40 hours pep-Ceek for the full year are
considered full-time employee's. Individuals'who are on
sabbatical leave should, be included as full-time if that
was.ih status of their employment priOr to sabbatical.
(Refer to Chapter 3, Section C, for a discussion of pro-
cedures for calculating full-time or part-time status of
employees e) t''

..Headcount. A count of the number of individuals
emplc3yed, without regard to period of ernployment Or
cmount of time atfailable.

REGIS. Higher Education General Information Survey.
The annual "survey of all institutionyof higher educa
tion conducted by the National Center for Education.
Statistics, Department of Health, Education, and

:Menem.

Highest Degree Earned. Awards or titles conferred
upon students for the completion of a course of study
or program. Honorary degrees shoufd not be con-
sidered. The following categorizations will be used:
(11 CertifjcateS and Diplomas (less than one year)
4An award for the successful completion of icourseof

udy or program offered by a postsecondary insti-
tution. CeItificates and diplomas in this categqry are
awarded,for completion of any program covering any
time span less than one academic year. .

(2) Certificates and (equal to or more than
one year):. An award for the successful completion of
a program offered by a postsecondary' institution.

1
S.

'Certificates and diplomas in this c gory are awarded
for completion of any program coviring any time span
between one academic,year and two academic yeIrs.
(3) Asso&tite Degree ftwo years or more): The degree
granted upon completion of an educational program
less than baccalaureate level and requiring at least two
but less than four academic years of college work.
(4) Bachelor's Degree: Any ,earned academic degree
carrying the title of "bachelor."
(5) First Professional Degree:,, The first earned degree
in a professional field. Only M.D., D.O., D.D.S.,
D.V.M., L.L.B. or J.D. (if J.D. is the first professional
degree), 0.D., M.Div., Rabbi, Pod.D.; and P.M.
should be included.

. (6) Master's Degree: Any earned academic degree
carrying the title of "master." In 'liberal 'arts and
sciences, the degree customarily granted upon suc
cessful completion of one or two academic years of
work beyond the bachelor's. In professional fields, an
advanced professional degree beyond the first,profes-r
stone, degree whir carries master's resignation, for
example, L.L'.M., M.S. (Master pf Surgery), M.S.W.
(Master`of Social Work).
(7) Doctoral Degree: An /e--a\ academic degree°
carrying the title of "doctor." Not to be included are
first professional degrees such as MID., D.D.S.
8) Not Elsewhere Designated: Includes all other

categories of degrees/diplomasicgrtificates that cannot
be categorized in any of the preceding categories, such
as specialist degrees for work completed toward a
certificate, for example, Educational Specialist.

Hispanic. See Race/Ethnic Identification.
Instruction/Reiearch Professionals. - Individuals ,

employeg for the primary purposes of performing -

instruction and research activities. Typically includes
only exempt employees (although in some, primarily
prpprietaryeinstituiions, tfiey may be nonexempt).
See Appendix A of this document. rt

Managerial Professionals. See Executive/Adminis,
trative/Managerial Professionals.

Manpower Budgeting.. The assignment of particular
amounts of each category of manpower .resource to
sp lc institutional programs.

Man ower Resource Classification. A mdnagerial
activity to identify employees in termsof the kinds of
assignments the Employing institution gives those
emplOyees, with no necessary relationship to the voca:
tional selfidentification lly the employee.

Manpower. Resource Categories. ,Certain general 'cam,
.--- gories of employees who primarily perform certain

general kinds of activities. Each category of emploviee
... represents a different ind of manpower resource avail-

able td the institution. (See Appendix A.for a detailed
discussion of the seven institutional categories and sub
categories appropriate to each.)
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Master's Degree., See Highest Degree' Earned.
Nonexempt Employee. An employee whose conditions

of employment and compensation are subject to the
provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act, of 1938,

d. as amended.

Nanresiderit Alien'. See Race/Ethnic Identification,
Office/Clerical Employees. Individuals employed for'

the primary purpose of performing clerical activities.
This category includes only nonexempt employees. See
Appendix A of this document.

,Organizational Unit. An academic department or other
o.

organization'al division that has fiscal, programmatic,'
and administrative responsibility for a specific set of
activities.

Part-Time Personnel. Those individuals employed full-.
time for short eriods (less than theperiod
nder revie as well'as those' not available lo the
stitutio for 100 percent assignment even though
ey may be employed for the full period. (Refer to

Chapter 3, Section C, for a discussion of procedures for
calculating full-time or part-time status of employees.)

Personnel Data. -Information about specific individuals,
their characteristics, their performance,and their con-
tributions to their profession and the institution.

Program Classification Structure (PCS): The Pro-
gram Classification Structure is a means of identifying
and organizing the activities of higher education insti-
tutions in a program-oriented manner. See Chapter 4
and Appendix 0 of this document.

Quarter System. See explanatiop under Academic
Year.

Race/Ethnic ,Identification. ,The concept of race as
. used. by the U.S.°0ffice for C. Rights, the Equal
EMployment Opportunity Caunission, and other
Federal agencies, does not denote clearcut scientific
definitions of anthropological origins. An employee
may be assigneto a group on the basis of self-identifi-
cation, appearance, or community regard. No-person
may be included in more than one race
White (not of Hispanic origin): All
origins in any of the original peo
North _ Africa,' the Middle East, or
continent.
Black (not of -Hispanic origin): All persoris having
origins in any of the black racial roups.
Hispanic: All persons of Mexican, Puerto Rican,
Cuban, .Cintral or Sotith Artiilicen, or other -Spanish
culture or origin, regardless of race.
Asian or Pacific Islanders: All persons having origins in
any of the original peoples of he Far East, Southeast
Asia, or' the Pacific _islands. This area ipcludes, for
example, China, Japan, Korea;the Philipfpine Islands;
and Samda.

American Indian or Alaskan Native: All persons having
origins in any of the original peoples of North America.

nic category.
ersons having

les of Europe,
the Indian sub-

I

' In addition to the F ICE Categories -above, we suggest
the following distinction shobld be *made:,

Nonresident Aliens; ThOse members of the aforemen-
tioned groups . Who have not been admittertto 'the
United States for permanent residence. Resident aliens,
'ion- citizens who have been lawfully admitted for per- .

manent residence (and who hold a "green card" Form
1.1511), are to,be counted in ,the appropriate ace/
ethnic categories along with United States cite

;Rank/Title. The institutionally designated official' title or 2
grade of faculty. See Appendix 8 of this document' .

Semester System. See explanatier under Aca-
demic Year.

'Service Employees. Individuals employed' for the pri-
mary purpose of performing service (often unskilled)
activities. Includes such employees as custodians,
groundskeepers, security guards, food service workers,
and so forth. Includes only nonexempt employees. See
Appendix A of this document. .

Service-Month. A service-month is defined as being equi-
valent vto one individual working full-time for the'
period of one month. Service-months are calculated by
multiplying the percent workload' '(relative full-
timeness) by the-number of months of the individual's
appointment.

Sex. The sex of a person; -male or female.

Sriecialist/Suppurt Proiessio'nnals. Ekempt employees.
employed for -the primary purpose of performing
(typically) academic,support, student service, and insti-

, tutional suppor,t activities. Excludes individuals who
hale executive or managerial Isupervissiry) responsi-
bilities in these areas. Includes such employees as
librarians, accountants, systems analysts, student per-
sonnel workers, counselors, salesmep, recruiters, and so
forth. See Appendix A of this document.

ciieTechnical Employ s. Individuals employed fa. the
primky purp 'of performing technical activities
(that is, activities pertaining to _the, mechanical or
industrial arts or the applied sciences);'This category
includes only nonexempt employees. See Appendix A
of this document. .

Tenure. The institutional' designation. that serves to
identify the status of the employee with fespect to
permanence pf apppinted positiOn. The follotiving
tenure designations-indicate status of, individuals:
Tenuredindividuals who have been quoted tenure
Nontenuredindividuals who are eligible for but have
not been quoted tenure
Not eligible---individuals
Tenure'is a "holding" and in
term or time tTiat one Will hol
one's tenure can be for a fixe

/ or it can be indefinite..
In this manual, the term "tenure" is not used without
modifiers.,The categories Of tenn'are:

.

re not eligible for tenure.
ployment refer's*to the
antPpointment. Thus,
or-determinable term,

ti



a. Indefinite tenure, terminable only by special pro-
dures

b. Appointment for a fixed term of more than one
year

creAppOintment for one year
d. Appointment for term of a budget
e. Indefinite tenure, summarily terminable without

recourse.

9
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Title. See Rank/Title.
iTrimester System. See explanation under Aca-

demic Year.
Vocation. - An occupation or profession for which an

individual deems himself specifically suited or qualified.

White (not of Hispanic origin). See Raceithnic
Identification.
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